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Rise of the IC Industry 

I'he first effect of transistors was to oui the familiar radio valve. 
Soon, however, J vtsta of entirely nevi possibilities opened up, 
including, the possibility of manufacturing, components m 
developing countries for domestic and export markets. This 
article was prepared for Asian Manufacturing magazine and is 
reprinted by courtesy of the publishers 

THE   invention  of  the   transistor  25   yean  afp 
has had  .>. ureal  influence on the development 
of electronics and  con«cquently on society at 

a whole. 

Transistors arc more compact than valves and 
require less power they could, therefore, he fed from 
liattenes and used in places where no mains supply of 
electricity was avallatile. 

By the lu5(h there was considerable speculation 
about the desirability and possibility of accommodating 
entire circuits in a single piece of a semiconductor 
material and thus producing integrated circuits or K'.s. 

Apart from junction transistors of germanium 
(originally the transistor material par excellence) silicon 
transistor technology was investigated and developed. 

Kor a number of reasons the issue was finally 
decided in favour of silicon. One very cogent reason was 
the fact that only three sources of germanium were 
known, (icrmanium transistors were also subject tu aging 
effects caused bv surface instabilities. 

Superior material 

Silicon, the preparation of which was a source of 
great problems in the early years, possesses good 
insulation and elevated-temperature properties, which is 
a great advantage, especially when high powers have to 
be handleo. 

Silicon proved to possess yet another trump card: it 
can be covered by an oxidation process with an oxide 
layer which possesses great adhesion, stabilizes the 
surface of the device and forms an excellent mask when 
the impurity layers needed for transistor operation are 
diffused on to the substrate. It was this property which 
gave   rise   to   planar   technology.   The  latter   proved 

extremely suitable for the mass production of discrete 
junction transistors, enabling a large number of them to 
be made simultaneously in a single wafer of silicon. 

A subsequent step consisted in the interconnection 
of various transistors. The evaporation-deposited metal 
wiring used for this purpose is separated from the silicon 
substrate by the layer of silicon oxide referred to above, 
which possesses excellent insulation properties. 

To ensure that the various planar transistors are not 
mutually shorted ina the (semiconducting) silicon 
substrate, each transistor must be surrounded, Mtad- 
like, by an electrically insulating region. The fact that it 
is possible to grow a very thin* single-crystal layer of 
N-type silicon cpitaxially on a P-type silicon wafer 
offered a convenient solution: with an epitaxial 
structure, all that is necessary is to diffuse a r-typr ring 
straight through the layer and to IHM the resultant Ml 
junctiors in the reverse direction. Epitaxial growth it 
defined as the growing of * single-crystal layer on • 
single-crystal substrate to that both have the same 
crystal structure and orientation. With epitaxial growth 
it is possible to apply to the surface of a crystal a layer 
of the opposite type of conductivity. 

Meanwhile, many forms of field-effect tftasifton 
were exhaustively studied in addition to rite jaMtk» 
transistor. 

HWi surface ataWHty 

The high surface stability of die 
used in planar technology nwakWMt «tu? 
oxide-semicondttctor) fWd-ef*eet 

Operation of din device is bateé on \ 
charge at the silicon surface Modf* ds*.j 
For integration purposes the* MOg   ' 
advantage over the junction muÈÈÊÊ tfttSlalHJ 
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Isyer and no insulation diffusion arc necessary, with the 
result that the technology of MOS-ICs is relatively 
straightforward. 

As a result of these various developments it became 
possible, as early as about I960, to integrate some 
10 transistors and other components on a single wafer so 
as to form a complete circuit. These first ICs marked the 
end of a period in which circuiti comprising transistors, 
by now inexpensive, had to be wired and soldered 
together at great cost. 

The desire for further cost reduction led in the 
second halt of the 1960s to still more drastic integration 
techniques enabling some 100 components to be 
accommodated on a single silicon wafer. 

The most recent advance is "large-scale integration", 
which WM first introduced several years ago. This 
technique enables between a thousand and tens of 
thousands of components to be accommodated on a 
silicon wafer of several square millimetres or slightly 
larger. 

At first, the military authorities were the main 
driving force behind this breathtaking development, but 
at time went on their role wis taken over by space 
programmes and the computer industry, which deman- 
ded increesingly higher operating speeds and smaller 
dimensions, ai well as lower power consumption and 
lower heat transfer. 

and reliability 

Nevertheless, the chief criteria were economy and 
rcuabitiry. Needless to say, grateful use of this rapid 
•cry til in electronics was made in the development of 
profMNOMl equipment in sectors other than the two 
Wwationed and fcr more "ordinary" applications. 

As a resell, applications such as traffic and 
aotorootivt electronics, education and information via 
television, telephony plus television or page-printing and 
mcetingi 9k television or videophone are earning nearer 
and nearer to being a reality. 

Tfce mlniaturiwtion resulting from transistor and 
mtegrated-circuit technology have had positive consc- 

i m regards environmental aspects. 

iMqgrattd circuits consist for easily the major part 
at* stBeott, wMch it obtained from silicon dioxide (quartz 

Und b required only in very smaf quantities. 
Ww MM ioMWld jomti »ave dttappeared. 

'I     t»J vmm th thon are only • fraction 
*ey one» bad m H WH» coM*»»ption is 
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Moreover, modern electronics can provide a solution 
to the problem arising from the increasing use of private 
transport which, in view of the limited space, the 
pollution aspects and steel and fuel reserves, is beginning 
to constitute a great threat to the quality of life. This 
undesirable development can be held in check by an 
advanced, properly functioning communications net- 
work. 

Hyper-pure crystal; 

Almost all integrated circuits are made from silicon. 
The more complicated the circuits and the more of them 
there are on a silicon wafer, the more closely their 
electrical properties depend on the purity and structural 
perfection of the material. 

A commonly-used t-chniquc for producing ex 
trcmely pure single crystal of silicon -from which the 
crystal wafers are later sjwn- is the floating-zone 
method, in which the crystal is grown from molten 
silicon which is not in contact with any other material. 

Research at the Philips laboratories, for instance, 
showed that impurity of the silicon leads to the 
formation of vacancy clusters, i.e. conglomerations of 
empty crystal-lattice positions which can be fatal for the 
performance of the circuits formed on the wafer. 
Theoretical study of experimental data led to the 
conclusion that the clusters form at sites where oxygen 
occurs. On this basis it proved possible to devise two 
methods for eliminating the clusters. 

One method is based on employing such a fast 
growth ra»e < 5 mm/s) that the consequent rapid cooling 
prevents the formation of nuclei. In the second method, 
the growth process is carried out in a hydrogenous 
atmosphère. By interacting with the oxygen in the 
crystal, the hydrogen inhibits the formation of nuclei to 
surr-, an extent that completely cluster-free material is 
obtained at growth rates as low as 3 mm/s. 

Ute of beams to determine purity 

In recent yean, scientists nave come to realise that 
ion beams can be used not only to influence the 
properties of materials bat sfco to determine rht 
location and nature of forcipi atoms m û* crystal 
latti« of. for example, silicon. 
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in a IV camera of the vidicon type. Inhomogencities 
such as vacano clusters and variations in the doping 
concentration are then clearly displayed on the TV 
screen |see tigs ¡ ami ll| It is important to eliminate 
these clusters if a defect-free silicon vidiccn is to be 
achieved. 

LOCOS technology 

I ()'. OS (t (K al Oxidation of Silicon) is the name 
whuh has Leen bestowed al the Philips research 
laboratories on a special meth.HJ developed there for 
implanting in'egratcd circuits (ICs) m a silicon crystal 
water |scc tig. Ill ¡. 

( m'\i nt..>nal techniques aM feature an oxide layer 
whuh f»ripn»!K covers the entire wafer, fiole» are then 
etched m mat laser photoliticalU and chemically, and 
through these holes operations can he carried out on the 
exposed silicon. 

f-'-.i example impurity concentrations needed for 
the formation of transistors, diodes, resistors etc.. can *»c 
diffused i'ically into the wafer. 

Since the dimensions and positions of these areas 
have to he kept within es er narrower limits as packing 
density increases, it is essential to keep the oxide layer 
very thin (up to about I jam). However, it is often 
desirable to have thicker layers because rhese layers are 
what separate the silicon wafer from the connecting and 
source leads, and unwanted capacitive effects must as far 
as possible be eliminated. 

In LOCOS a thin layer of silicon nitride is used, the 
primary purpose of which is to act as a mask for the 
oxide layer. Thus the openings in the oxide layer, even 
when it is up to 2 jum thick, arc accurately fixed by the 
thin silicon nitride pattern which can be removed 
separately by etching The nitride pattern can alto be 
used as a diffusion mask. 

Formation of the thick oxide films can be so wcM 
controlled that, instead of projecting beyond the silicon 
surface, they can be deposited "flush" without too 
much difficulty. The metallisation is then not required 
to span any steep steps, which appreciably reduces Úm 
possibility of undesirable breaks. 

The LOCOS technique makes it possible » produce 
very compact ICt accommodating both MOS tramtston 
suitable for high frequencies (with a r»- or N-type 
channel) and bipolar transistors. 

Charge tranafar device* 

Charge transfer devices (CTDs for 4tori) cas be 
used, inttr alia, as delay lines (including delay lines tor 
analogue signais), memories or filters. 

The  oldest représentative of 
buckct-btigade device §BD. It owe* i 
that quantities of electric charge are ¡_ 
step like pails of water in the old method i 

In this type of IC the 
represent samples of the sjgMt I» 
stored in capai i tors. Field effect 
between the capacitan act « iMriMSa*-' 
eh. 'ges te past on 
are   connected   attcrmMry   M  a 
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I2 L, a breakthrough 

In existing integrant) circuits, particularly bipolar 

transistors. currenl-liMiting ronton have to be inserted 

in the source leads to protect the transistor, against 

overloading. I hese resistors require extra space, extra 

power and extra cooling capacity [see fig  IV] 

I ogic gate circuits (transistor circuits tor computer 

applications) on an LSI scale have been developed 

I he new technique has been named I21 dx III., 

meaning integrated injection logic) because the bipolar 

transistors are powered individually by the injection of 

charge carriers from PN diodes forming a single- 

structural whole with the transistors The local energy 

sources formed by these power-supply diodes operate at 

a level of 0.7 V. the forward voltage of a P-N lunction. 

The power they deliver ;s naturally limited and renders 

the limiting resistors superfluous [see fig. V|. 

Using the I21, technique, it proved possible several 

years ago to nuke more than a thousand gates in a 

crystal wafer of about 10 mm1 t consul» r.ilik advance 
in the LSI field. Recent reseail; üii-.eates mat even 

larger numbers are possible. (The numiv-r ot gates in 

large computers is expected to rise in the future from 

about 100,000 to $00,000.) 

Power consumption of these circuits is now so small 

that it is comparable with the power consumed by the 

human brain. One of the ways in which this has been 

achieved is by "turning the circuits down" during quiet 

periods. 

repmentttive of certain samples from the signal to be 
procttwd and a higher Fixed reference voltage. 
Meanwhile, efforts are going on to further perfect the 
feiD principle, which, in essence, constats in the transfer, 
by means of a field effect, of portions of charges that are 
stored in a semiconductor. 

of C TD, which it baaed on the urne 
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Smalt wafers with large memories 

Our istremck important licld iti u Inch integrateli 
circuits litui application is the computer I(A have 
proved most suitable lot the digital tcchniiiue used in it 

\ vital lot.ipomnt ot a lomputcr ts the memorv 
»here data IT the icsults of operations are stored 
provisionalh 01 lor an indctimtr period 1 he citons ol 
the semiconductor industri, to capture a large portion ot 
the market lor computer memories anil oust the more 
conventional magnetic core storaci has led to the 
development ol memories with a large number of hits 
per unit ot surtacr in* and also a low cost per hit 

Research has ticen carried mi; tor the p>irp»>sc ol 
developing a dv•iiatitiv memory (i.e. a memory that can 
be refreshed" eli i tropicalis Irom time to timet with 
one MOS transistor per bit and a high packing density. 
In this tv pi of memory the ir.torrnation is stored in the 
tortn of an electric charge in the slightly increased 
capacitance of the drain electrode of the MOS 
transistors which arc used as switches. 

The investigation has resulted in a prototype with 
4,(»Vfi bits, each occupying only 825 firn3, which 
corresponds to a bit density of 1.700 bits per mm1 

this nnv bit area was achieved by using a 
combination ol the I (M:ON techniques described earlier 
and gates of polycrystalline silicon while, moreover, it 
was made possible by the great sensitivity of the part of 
the circuit that has to detect the stored charges. 

The memoes is also distinguished by the fact that it 
only needs one source voltage and that only one clock 
signal need be applied, h rom this signal the circuit itself 
derives a number of internal clock signals, which means 
that the circuit can be housed in a standard package with 
18 connecting pins. 

FiauraVI 
iMfVtSMNy 9 HUB   «Y4B 

liecn replaced by shift registers, made up from logic 
elements, which can be readily produced in integrated 
form. Digital technique* arc used even for the modulator 
needed in the data transmitter, so that it, too, can be 
constructed from computer elements which can be 
readily integrated. 

In addition to specific It: advantages such as 
compactness and savings in material, power and costs, 
the integrated data transmitter, consisting of 400 com- 
ponents, als J offers a certain degree of flexibility. For 
instance, its transmission speed can be modified with the 
aid of an external oscillator so that it is suitable for both 
narrowband and wide-band telephone circuits. 

Dit* transmitter cut down to size 

It is possible to have computers communicate with 
each other vie existing telephone lines. The "language" 
in which they converse is made up of digits (data) 
instead of speech sounds. 

The data transmission world is yet another in which 
great importance is attached to the miniaturisation of 
circuits In data transmitters, however, there was the 
difficulty that the filters, consisting of many coils and 
large capacitors, do not lend themselves to incorporation 
in integrated circuits. 

In a new design [fig. VI] this problem has been 
overcome by using what arc known as "digital" filter 
methods. The filters with their coils and capacitors have 

Not cotti tat f tuen 

As IC technology progresses there w an 
need for a compact and integrable esculent wsskA can 
perform the function of the coil, a component «Mel) it 
still comparatively bulky. Coi« are toll used on a fairly 
large scale, e.g. in telephone filters. 

One of the possible solutions it the gyrtter. 

Like the transformer, die gyrater is a passive 
fou.fole. The remarkable thing about the gyrator-and 
in this it differs entirety from the transformer-is that it* 
output voltage depends entirely on its input current and 
its output current solely on its input voltage [tee 
fig. Vllj. This has a remarkable consequence; if the 
capacitor is connected to one pair of the gyrater*! 
terminals, the same relationship it found bttwum 
voltage and current at the other pwr of tennmeai at m a 
coil (fig. Vili J. in short, a fyrator plat i 
stim uta tes seif-inducttncc. 

y 
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F laura IX.   Circuit diagram of an intagrabl« gyrator 

Construction of » gyrator for low frequencies, 
however, did not become feasible until the advent of 
transistors and, more esprcislly, of integrated circuits. 

Research seien tuts succeeded, on the basis of a 
curcuit containing four transistors and two resistors 
("gyration" resistors) [fig. IX], in designing an integrable 
fourpurc which satisfies the formulae given for the 
gyrator in figure VII. 

Tks resultant integrated gyrator was successfully 
ttfted in telephone filter« which, unlike conventional 
fitter«, éa not need to be adjusted provided the gyration 
rUiatmn and capacitar» «re sufficiently accurately 
dúnenatoned. The circuit can also be used for tuna Me 
fitters, inwlatori, circulators, non-linear circuits and 
Mnpnvc ciftwiti. 
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Luckily, the computer has proved in many ways a 
valuable aid in designing circuits. 

Researchers have for some considerable time been 
engaged not only in developing computer programmes 
for analysing and checking ein uit diagrams on paper and 
locating subsequent faults occurring in the circuit but 
arso in devising computer programmes for arranging 
circuit components and laying in the wiring. 

Layouts are arrived at after "talks" between the 
designer and the computer the latter acting as a kind of 
accurate, high-speed accountant who has been informed 
of certain commandments and prohibitions of general 
application to IC technology. 

The computer "knows", for instance, whit 
minimum spacing must be observed between h ad* and 
that leads must intersect as littfc as possible or not at all. 

It has been found that the computer on its own 
cannot achieve absolutely optimum packing densities in 
rbt design of IC layouts. It can do so if the designer with 
hit faculty of judgement intervenes during the 
computer's design procedure and gives instructions. This 
co-operation demands only a fraction of the manpower 
•natimi! msuded by convmtiontl design method«, 

tfgfaaf Ut ctr«*itt *y Ak ineerastion method. 
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LOCATING INDUSTRY: ENVIRON 

To protect and improve 

O ViK ine- past (Ícenle realisation has kin 
growing iha' ,bcrc is a utal need to protect ami 
impn.ve the environment of tin world, that in 

order to meet the energy, air. water and living spate 
requirements i.t a rapidly increasing population careful 
planning is essential 

This realization led te» the convening m Stockholm 
in l'*7> ot the United Nations Conference on the 
Human 1- nvironment. which made 1(16 recommenda- 
tions regarding the protection of the environment, and 
the subsequent »ornmg of the United Nations 
environment Programme (UNKP) to take action on 
those recommendations. UNfiP, in conjunction with 
other United Nations agencies and several governmental 
and non-governmental bodies, developed a plan of action 
in which the recommendations were grouped into several 
broad areas.' 

Three of these areas relate particularly to the 
location of industry and have been accorded high 
priority by the (ioverntng Courcil of UNKP. They are 

• Human  -   dements,   human  health,  habitat 
and well-bang 

• Land, water and desertification 

• Trade economics and the transfer of techno 
loçy 

The reason underlying the assignment of this 
priority was expressed in a Declaration of Principies 
adopted by the Stockholm Conference. Principle No. 1 
states:  "Man  has the fundamental right to freedom. 

nvironmcnt Programm* approvai of ictivlttu 
mment Propamine, in th« light inter aha of 

' See "Th* Eiw 
within the Environment Prognm , ^,. .„„, „„ „, 
their implication»  for the   Fuad Propamine: report «4* the 
Executive Director" (UNEP/GC/l4/Add.2). 

7*11 article is based on a paper prepared by the 
secretariat of UNIDO for a meeting of the international 
Institute for Industrial Planning, held ni Vienna m 
February 1974 
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equality an J ¿degnate condition of iife. in an 
environment ;>t a qualm that permits a life ot' dignity 
and well being, and he bears a solemn responsibility to 
protect and improve the environment for present and 
future generations."' 

However, while the economic advantages of correct 
location have long been recognized ¡ss impnrtanre with 
respect to the protection of the environment has not 
been given the attention it deserves. 

During the growth of the industrialized societies 
little attention was paid to the effects of technology on 
the environment, either in choice of technology or 
location of industries. Social aspects, such as health and 
over-all community well-being, were subordinated or 
neglected, and in some cases deliberately exploited, in 
the drive to improve living standards, and, in spite of the 
so< ial pressures and environmental awareness of today, 
this sute of affairs continues to some extent. 

The location problem 

Environmental considerations with regard to the 
location of industry involve more than just die physical 
aspect« of the matter; they mutt include die reatan for 
establishing the industry. To exploit a natural resource? 
To expand a known market? To create employment? 
For political purposes? For national prestige? To 
exploit particular technical or manual skills? To take 
advantage of market proximity or geographical loca- 
tion? To attract foreign investment? To absorb excess 
local capital? All of these are plausible reasons for 
setting up an industry, the common factor being the 
improvement of living standards. In mis connexion it Is 
interesting to note the interrelationship between relative 
income and the acceptance of poor environmental 
conditions. In tome developing countries whose 
populations are living near the subsistence level it It 
reasonable to expect that more importance should be 

'Hepeti af tt» Unite* Nation Conferente am r*t Manum 
Kmatmmmm (Unhad Nations pabUastiPA, Me« Ne. 7».n.A,M>, 
netionll.priiwipte I. 
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MENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

placed upon the essentials of life shelter, food and 
water -thin upon ütmospheric pollution and the 
destruction of flora and fauna. Exper..rnee has shown, 
however, that as economic conditions improve. Aware- 
ness increases of the desirability of a clean environment 
and social pressure increases for ? control on pollution. 
There is, it appears, a correlation between living 
soudards and social pressures and studies are in progress 
to try to express this correlation in quantitative terms. 
Such information could, if used in the decision-making 
process, lead to peat savings since the cost of adding 
pollution control equipment to an existing factory or 
plant « usually much higher than when it is included in 
the initial investment. 

In developed and developing countries alike there is 
a tendency towards agglomération in urban and 
industrial areas. This is a natural tendency since industry 
nc-«de an infrr-.tructure contamini; transport, labour, 
commercial bknking and investment facilities, and 
proximity to raw materials and markets. However, while 
production costs can be kept down by establishing an 
¡Mhntry where such an infrastructure already exists, this 
view may be found to be too mtrrow in the light of 
ftgteftnl and national economic potó«; the object must 
be to achieve a balance between social and economic 
profitability, two goals which, without consideration of 
all the parameters involved, may appear as conflicting. 

The filiation of the optimum size of an 
affkimcratinri has not been fulry investigated, but it is 
worthy of farther study taking ecological aspects on an 
tcjMf footing with economic considerations. Several of 
die «arg« cities of the world, whose location was based 
purely on trade convenience, are examples of unplanned 
string which it would be preferable not to repeat. 

Decemralisatio.i, on the other hand, while pcusibly 
dwirabk from the ecological point of view, « sometimes 
dj&sult to Rises» owiag to the lack of infrastructure i it 

, if it it to be suceeWul, be tne result of • planning 
k*   entwva  provision   of appropriate 

fMMttM I'xf taeits nossMM of BVBOBSU or regions! 
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DecentriHzation policies arc being curried out al 
present in a number of industrialized countries including 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland and the Federal Republic of Germany. Among 
other benefits of such a policy are the prevention ot the 
further pollution of «Iready polluted areas the 
utilisation of fully integrated systems of waste removal, 
sewage *nd water sauplv, and the more efficient 
utilization of existing transport systems (by reduction of 
local traffic volume and the integrano, of new systems 
into the existing network). Not onli tas this resulted in 
an improvement of the environment in these countries 
but there have also been economic advantages. 

While the decentralization of industry is primarily 
of importance to the industrialized countries it is also of 
relevance to certain developing countries whose 
industrial systems were established by colonial admini- 
strations. India, with its large concentrations of 
industrial activity (notably at Bombay and Calcutta) is a 
good example. With regard to decentralization in 
developing countries there is, of course, the danger of 
spreading limited investment resources so thinly that 
they become ineffective. 

When a country, either developed or developing, is 
considering decentralizing its industries, or establishing 
new ones, it is imperative that it have knowledge of the 
pollution potential of the technology involved; '>f the 
effectiveness of, and investment requitemeni 
pollution control equipment; of tolerable pollution 
levels, and of energy requirements. 

While considerable information is available on the 
techno-economic aspects of most industries location 
studies are restricted by the fact that data on the wider 
external factors is not yet sufficiently well formulated to 
be of quantitative use. Several international organi- 
zations are trying to fill this gap, however. UNIDO, in 
conjunction with UNEP, is implementing a number of 
projects within the framework of an integrated 
programme of environme ita! work which should make a 
ccatribbMOn to this field. Studien of existing plants are 
being carried out with a view to determining their 
over-sal erfoet upon aie environment. Since the mandate 
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ut INIDO e ii> .ini in the industrialization ut the 
developing iMintrus, lin itidust'io. chosen tor studs are 
those which art partii uiailv important tu these 
«.outlines, n.imek, the kather. rubber, textiles, iron and 
steel, .etileni, .nui basii chrmuaU industries l'he 
methodology used in these project s is denunci! iti 
provide information inputs tor a UNIDO/UNFH study 
on a minimum pollution integrated industrial complex 
ulesinbed helo*) and to endeavour to discover, through 
pattern rctognition techniques, the nceessarv modifica 
turn to ¡In  initial theories on the subject. 

Minimizing pollution 

In spite ot the paucity of quantitative broad-based 
information considerable thought has been given to ways 
and means of achieving environmental cleanliness using 
the knowledge that is available. Two steps can lie taken 
no» reduce pollution from established plants or 
factories, and integrate complexes of low-pollution 
industries The third step will be to identify the best 
possible locations for these complexes. This wil! tall for 
the consideration of such pai">rr.cicrs as geography, 
meteorology, labour potential, land use and the over-all 
characteristics of the ecosystem within which it is 
desired to create industry, A scheme for the 
investigation of such sites has not yet been formulated 
that is definite enough tt» allow discussion in this article 

—   TypictlfxitlingivsMffi 
* ** —   Minimum pollution nmM 

Ffcjura I.   Tha pollution cyete in * typical Industrial system 

The starting point in controlling the pollution from 
an industry is to determine the industry's pollution 
potential and what measures can he taken within the 
industry itself to correct this pollution. 

Kigurc t shows a typical poll ut.on cyde. It should 
be noted that, in addition to the industry itself, the 
system includes the transport factor and the contribu- 
tion to over-all pollution by the . >nsumer. 

The dotted line shovs feasible modifications io the 
system which could be carried out in order to achieve 
minimum pollution The emphasis is un trie recycling 
and utilization ot wastes, simply removing or disposing 
of the pollutants from the system can only decrease the 
economic viability of the industry concerned. 

The recycling of air. water and solid wastes is 
already reasonably well-established practice, but the 
problem of waste energy utilization, while the subject of 
a great deal of study, has nut been completely solved. 
The importance of using this waste energy is clearly seen 
when it is realized that the average efficiency of thermal 
processes ts only 35 per cent and that the remainder 
serves .10 useful purpose, in conventional fuels alone, 
some 3,900 million tons per annum serve only to heat 
the atmosphere. 

The other final waste products of the cyde include 
a non-reusable residue, ano y-products which could 
become raw materials for other indulti ics. it is not 
realistic to assume that potential raw material« can be 
extract-j from ail pollutant residues; quantities and 
extraction costs may make the operation non-viable. The 
modified system does appear to be feasible, however, for 
large industries 

The non-reusable waste products would have to be 
treated by conventional methods: removal of harmful 
gases, neutralization of water prior to discharge into 
sewers or water courses, and controlled dumping, 
incineration and composting of solids. The technology 
of such treatment is still in its infancy, but it is expected 
that, in view of the prêtent interest in recycling 
materials, the process will develop rapidly. 

Minimum-polhition integrated industrisl compte* 

A minimasTr pollution integrated industrial complex 
is essentially an industrial catate in which some 
industries can: 

•     Utilize the produca of other industries m the 
estate 

Utilize raw materials extracted from At 
of other industries 

Provide a neutra liaing mediwii for the 
reusable waste of other industries 
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IV concept (the subject of a major UN1DO/UNEP 
study) k illustrated ¡B figure II. Although each of the 

i «town hai a pollution cycle similar to that in 
if, for the sake of clarity only simplified cycles 

have been used. It is assumed in this exercise that the 
complex is concentrated around a major industry, such 
as an iron and steel plant or a chemical works. 

The major industry (A) feeds its products as raw 
materials to ancillary industries B, C and D. The 
pollutants from each of these four industries have i high 
degree of similarity and can be fed to a common 
extraction treatment plant. 

The output from the treatment plani provides raw 
materials for industries E and F and leaves a pollutant 
residue which is added to that of industries A, B, C and 
D. This residue is designated type +X. 

Industries H and J ran be of any type producing a 
nun-reusable residue (designated type -X) which will 
neutralize the non-reusable pollutants from plants A, B, 
C, D and E (type +X). 

The system described here is, of course, very much 
oversimplified, but it is one which should lend itself well 
to systems analysis techniques. 

It is realized that the difficulties involved in 
implementing such a scheme would be great; nowever, 
the advantages, even if the scheme were only partially 
realized, would make the attempt worthwhile. The main 
advantages are: 

• Minimum watte of resources 

• Minimum residual treatment costs 

• Reduction of transport costs and, provided the 
estate area is not too large, reduction in both 
traffic volume and pollution by utilization of 
non-polluting transport 

• Creation of a commercial infrastructure of 
planned size and amenity 

• Fullest exploitation of the labour market 
(because of the wide variety of industries) 
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IMPURITIES IN WATER: 

some industrial implications 
and methods of removal 
by Trevor D. Ree» 

Mr Rees is connected xitab the Environment and Analysa Croup »fa imp cbenttcal corporation m 
tbe United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Tb* mich wen originally propared M « 
paper for delivery at a symposium on "Chemical t sped s of pollution" at tè* City Unmrtäy, 
London, in July 1912 

ALTHOUGH these comments are bated mainly 
on experience» in the heavy chemical industry, 
mrny of them will be applicable to industry in 

genvral. Apart from the usual requirements for drinking 
and amenity use, water is also needed for process 
purposes, cooling and steam raising. It is important to 
stress at this point that water which is regarded as 
wholesome in the -,tibie sense, i.e. water that is 
sat'«factory from iht point of view of odour, colour, 
taste, appearance and which can be consumed without 
risk from its chemical or bacterial content, is not 
necessarily suitable for many industrial uses without 
further treatment. In some areas cheaper alternative 
supplie« oí non-potable water are available and these can 
be attractive to industrial users particularly if the cost of 
any additional treatment is not toe high and there is no, 
01 very little, restriction on the t,uantity as is often the 
case with potable supplies. The various sources of water 
can be classified roughly into rainwater, ground water 
(from springs, shallow and deep wells) and surface water 
(from rivers, streams, ponds, lakes, impounding reser- 
voirs and %o on). It is the last type of water which is 
most likely to become polluted. Many of the impurities 
which can cause problems in industry arc naturai in 
origin, but as more complex collection schemes »re. 
devised and increasing use is made of rivers as aqueducts 
the effect of pollutants will increase in significance. In 
any case, the methods of treatment to be discussed are 
essentially the same irrespective of the source of 
impurity. These impurities can be gicuped into 
suspended solids, dissolved solids and gasea On Teesside, 
for example, there is a potable supply arising from 
reservoirs in the catchment area, in upper Teesdalc, i.e. 
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from an area where pollution is not likely to occur. In 
addition to this there is a separate supply of mèmtiaj 
water which is extracted from the River Teta. This wate» 
is subject to variations m river flow and can also be 
polluted by discharges which flow into the 
upstream of the abstraction point. Table I lists a i 
of -he iaaawritiei in water and the problems they es* 
create in industry. 

TAIL! I.  SOMR COMMON IMPURITIES POUND IN RAW 
WATS* AND TM8 HUMUM» CRIATRO 
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Suspended »oli df can be naturally occurring 
silicates, or pollutants; for example, «upended oxidet or 
fibres. Colour usually arnci from naturally occurring 
humk and fulvic acida but equally important could be 
any organic matter e.g. detergenti or oil. Each of these 
impuntici is discussed later. 

Process water 

Process water is water which it an integral part of 
the process, either as liquid or steam. It is difficult to 
généralité on the effect of the impurities since much 
dépends on the nature of the industry. At one end of the 
spectrum, water may be needed to remove massive 
impurities (solid, liquid or gaseous) from a crude 
product and for this purpose many available sources will 
be suitable without further treatment. On the other 
hand, in the pharmaceutical and transistor industries 
even trace impurities can have far-reaching effects. In 
table 2 a few examples arc selected to illustrate this 
point. 

very important, and one must choose carefully the 
source of water used. In the manuficture of nylon, 
nitrocellulose ind fibres in general, colour in the final 
product is important and colourless water must be used. 
To render water colourless one can use techniques based 
on flocculation and filtration but sometimes even this is 
not good enough and treatment with activated charcoal 
is necessary. In the preparation of high integrity 
products such as catalysts and certain fillers even trace 
impurities can be very important and for this purpose 
demincralized water must be used In catalytic processes, 
particularly such as steam reforming, small amounts of 
sulphides or chlorides can wreak havoc with the catalyst 
and therefore one must monitor and control the quality 
of the steam very carefully. If one is faced with the 
situation of having to use a raw water which may, due to 
anaerobic conditions contain hydrogen sulphide, for 
example, then this must be removed by one of the 
processes discussed later 

Cooling water 

TABU 1   ÜOMI FROCKS» USES POH WATER (AND STEAM) 

I of imatunii     r>«cloitttk>n of Use softratd water 
nardneM nfts 

•Unwnlof iwfwrtias   "Sutpaattd ash" Usa water which will 
rwmtVaatuW»             ctauatia not a*v« tul***ted 

Ma nutting« of fatili   Tight sfecMcatioa Uct watar which ia 
for Ft and Cu in low in ft and C. 
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Although large quantities of cooling water arc used 
in industry, the quality requirements are generally not 
very exacting. However, apart from getting the 
maximum use out of the water as a cooling medium, 
considération must be given to problems of corrosion, 
scale formation and fouling of heat exchangers, all of 
which can prove very costly if neglected. There are 
basically three types of cooling systems which are used 
in industry. The water requirements and any ancillary 
treatment depends on the particular design: 

1.    Cloud cooling tytttm 

Since there is no purge from this system it is 
possible to use a whole range of chemical inhibitors to 
combat corrosion even if they happen to be toxic e.g. 
high concentrations of Chromate or nitrtte/benzoate 
mixture!». Also, since the system once fü'ed requires 
tittle "topping up", very good quality water can be used 
to prevent scaling. 

2.    Onct-tbrouft) tytttm 

The cooling duty ia carried o*rt by water which is 
often extracted fro« .* river and then returned to the 

without any fmtimio*, except of courte a 
east. Heat, however, ti a pollutant 

«mich has to he contrasted lecause of the large volumes 
iiwoivtd, treatment *§ not usually desirable or 
ftnaatfthtt, bot it may be necessary M tome situaikme 
to fitter ine trata* first or occasionally oda tone 

to keep any insoluble solida in 
anejogJninV oBiitfBf4Ray also be necessary ni 
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i     Open fiu/ii raime 'e encu lui ion iytítm 

rhts is thr most cummiin form of system used in 
industry and is illustrateli in figure I. Water from the 
bottom of the tooling pond is pumped back to the 
process and carries out a heat exchange duty. It is then 
returned to the hot well from which it is pumped to the 
top of the town and in falling through the tower is 
cooled b\ two mechanisms first hy the latent heat of 
evaporation, and secondly by the transfer of sensible 
heat from the water to the air rising up the tower. This is 
a recirculating system and, because of evaporation, selli- 
formi* ion can occur during use. Therefore, a careful 
balance between the purge and the make up water is 
required to arrive at an acceptable limit of , .ncentra 
non (concentration factor) VISA-VIS scaling, fouling and 
corrosion 
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suspension and this is removed in the purge. Deposits 
can also occur in cooling «ystemt due to biological 
activity. The lower form« of life auch ai alga«, fünft and 
bacteria can give rite to growth« in cooling towers 
altering the flow patterns over the tower packing. They 
can also produce slimes in heat exchangers which 
seriously interfere with the cooling process and also set 
up corrosion sites. Industrial waten which are 
unchlorinated and particularly those containing pollu- 
tants such as phosphates and ammonia, which act as 
nutrienti, can be particularly troublesome. A biological 
control programme is usually earned out which often 
includes the regular use of chiorinc, hypochlor.tc or a 
proprietary biocide. Deposits can arise fr<jm the 
crystalliution of inorganic salts Mich as calcium 
carbonate calcium sulphate and magnesium hydroxide. 
The skill in operating open evaporative Systems is to 
optimize the use of water without running into this 
problem. If water is allowed to circulate and concentrate 
in these system a time arises when crystallization 
begins. Calcium carbonate will normally oVpostt first, 
and the harder the water the sooner this point is 
reached. With some soft waters a concentration of say 
six to eight times is possible, but with many bore-hole 
and mine waters, which usually contain a large amount 
of bicarbonate hardness, even a twofold concentration 
causes problem». In practice, many of the waters Me 
doted with acids (sulphuric is usually employed for 
cheapness) so as to lower the pH and thus destroy die 
bicarbonates. This practice it limited because too low a 
pH gives rue to «rions corrosion problems. Without 
discussing corrosion control in detail it may be mid that 
where the use of a corrosion inhibitor is permitted 
(usually one baaed on Chromate), by reducing the pit to 
about 6.) it M possible virtually to eliminate scaling and 
at thr sime time reduce the risk of corrosion of mid 
steel to tcCfrtable levels. 

Steam 

Problems that can arise in cooling towers depend 
very much on the water used. For example, suspended 
solids, whether they are inherent in the raw water or 
result from atmospheric pick-up over the tower or 
corrosion within the system, arc very undesirable. In 
regions of low water flow or high heat flux in particular, 
they tend to deposit and impair heat transfer processes. 
Suspended solids also encourage corrosion and add to 
pumping costs. Where there « a problem of this «ort 
prior filtration of the make-up water may be necessary 
but this will obviously not stiff ice if the suspended solids 
originate in the system itself. In this case a proportion of 
the circulating water, usually 2-5 per cent, it passed 
through a side-stream filter in order to maintain an 
acceptable value for suspended solids in the system as a 
whole, ¡n :,omc situations the addition of chemical 
dispersants   help   to   keep   the   insoluble   matter   in 

The production of steam, which is vieti to 
industries, depends very much r» tac purpose for which 
it is being wed. It may be tow pmaturc «mm for space 
heating, evaporation ard drying processes or very higan 
pressure steam for power generation. Steam is abo of 
course s raw mater»! in many Mostrisi procesar«. In 
order to produce it in the required quality, and at the 
tame time minimise failures h tieam railing emstamtat, 
great cart has to be taken in specifying tad eamrtmmf 
the quality of boiler mad water. Ir reset***»* of kertar 
pressure it is necessary to prevent the forittow of amtt 
on heat transfer surfaces, "fur" in de^maefc katümliait 
example of mis. Some form nf rinininwi im laaafjf H 
remove potential scale forming subitum sawn «atte 
of calcium and immeamm. la tow «remua bogara, <m> 
treatoieitt is internal ami cbemksla «at s^aM «Mal» 
precipitate dm kmaam* salts witfcm Jar a« «at n « 
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flutdixcd form to tint they ein be removed in the 
"blow-down". In moM «tuitions, however, external 
treatment it practised. If the concentration of hardness 
salts is well in excess of sty 100 ppm. partial softening 
with lime or lime soda is utuilly carried out. After this 
process the water may be suitable for feed to low 
pressure boilers, but since it is not possible to remove all 
the hardness further treatment is usually necessary and it 
is at this stage that one must consider ion exchange. 
Many modern ion exchange plants are fully automatic 
but this ha« only been made possible by the 
development of adequate monitoring devices. The 
simplest form of ion exchange is base exchange (fig. II). 
In this process the resin is i strongly acidic sul phonic 
acid resin in the sodium form. The time to regenerate 
the unit is usually decided by carrying out a hardr«ss 
determination on the trusted water. This can be done in 
the laboratory by titration with EDTA in the usual way, 
but there are of course on-line monitors to do this; tome 
arc based OH colour reactions with dyes such as 
totoehrome Mack, others are based on eiectrometric 
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sodium (therefore there is no decrease in the total 
dissolved solids) and brine is the regeneran! Although 
hardness salts are removed in this process, any 
bicarbonate still remains and if this water is fed to 
boilers the sodium bicarbonate decompose* giving COj 
in the steam which ¡n turn can cause severe corrosion 
when it comes into contact *ith mild steel. It is 
therefore  very  desirable to remove C03  after a base 
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exchange process said this can be done by acidifying the 
water from this treatment process and blowing out the 
COj with air or steaun. That is not particularly attractive 
however and a deaikalixation process is now available. 
This process it one in which upstream of the softening 
unit there is a deaJkalisation unit and a degassing tower 
(fig, dl). The rest» is a weakly acidic carboxylic acid 
resili in Ac hydrogen form which is only capable of 
removing calcium and magnesium from bicarbonates. 
Whtt h»«BCR* is that this caktum and magncaium are 
removed, the COt produced it eliminated in a degassing 
tower and dsr water from the degaaacr sump is fed 
through a hue exefeange unit. In this process, not only 
dot« one obtain nef tened water but all the hardness and 
f»t ftiaeñí os s»a»|an|ry nsràwts is diminatad and 
*ew It • i,iiwnis»nwstngi*doetiori in dissolved solids. To 
«•ntsal tkts sostami As hardacsi it monitored at the exit 
<Ì1mlìqm*Ì»6MQmt*-*»*QQi » dirWTOwed in the 
bast of Ac ètjpmmg_ tower by conventional methods 
Stgi Isjghjgi lIpÉMasniRT titrotroi» or even a pCO» 
"'Wtí&mm m odorati. To monitor the pont at which 

, ithvnootsaary to carry 
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oui pH determinations (fig. IV) As ein be seen during 
the normal course of events the pH is well below 4.5 but 
is the sodium or calcium bicarbonate tends to break 
through, the pH rises. At some predetermined value, 
based on alkalinity requirements, the pH value is chosen 
and regeneration takes piace at this point. Neither of 
these ion exchange processes remove anions other than 
("O; and ihcy are therefore inadequate for high pressure 
boiler* above about 800 io/in2, which require déminerai 
i/ed water for feed As mentioned earlier, many 
industrial processes also require demincralized water 
The reason why high pressure boilers need demincralued 
water is that solutes increase the risk of corrosion at the 
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higher operating temperatures and silica in particular 
begins to volatilize in the steam. Many costly failures 
have been due to chis silica rede poti ting on turbine 
blades from thr vapour pha«e In order to dcminereiite 
water it is necessary to i «c anion as well «a cation 
exchange resins, f- igure V illustrate» a very simplified 
version of a dem-neii I nation plant which contains a 
strongly iridic resin in the hydrogen form, and a 
strongly basic resin m the hydroxide form. In the cation 
exchange process any cations are removed and amont, 
including bicarbonates, converted into their equivalent 
amount of free acid. Carbon dioxide is removed in the 
degassing tower and the sslica plus mineral acids which 
remain are thtn taken out on the anion exchange resin in 
the hydroxide form. Io control the operation of tbia 
plant it is necesaary at the end of the procesa to 
determine the conductivity which it very low with an 
efficient process. Conductivity measurements detect any 
leakage of ioni ted species but do «set detect attics, tad it 
is therefore usually necesamry m these opération« to have 
alto a «net monitor. "Siliconv.-tart" can be obtained 
commercially or one can use an AutoAnalyser" system 
bated on the colour measurement of the Mue reduced 
silico-molybdate complex. Carbon dioxide it determined 
by standard method« and the operation of the cation 
exchange unit it normally rontrotbd by the btwjk- 
through of sodium iom. These are the firat to 
break through from this unit and tome yean ago they 
were largely determined by flame-photometers; a todtutn 
responsive electrode (pNa) it now normally used Thcae 
sodium electrodes will also respond to hydrogen ions 
and it a therefore necessary to make quite ture the pH is 
adjusted to a value above «, usually by introducing 
ammonia before the treated water stream it monitored. 
In demincraliMtion processes all undesirable impurities, 
including ICH common contaminants such at heavy 
metals, ammonia, fluoride, phosphates, sulphides and so 
on, can be removed provided they are ionised. Problema 
can arise with non-ionic materials such as organic matter, 
including non-ionic détergents, and colloidal forms of 
silica. These materials may not be retained on the resin 
in which case they win go through the déminéralisation 
process and cause problem*, for example, m the festes. 
If they are retained on the resin it «ill be by a physical 
rather than a chemical process and there is no pautaste 
that they would be removed in the normsl i 
process. The resini thus gradually 
their performance impaired. With many waters, there- 
toe. « n necessary to insali, ahead of ûm 
déminéralisation etani, s aerification frinissi «stten 
usually combines flofoulaiww tetti) Aioatnsn. fi* mm 
widely used ftocevkting t^mt-tmümiarim» asnl twiiit 
aslis. Under cor«« pet rnndiiinns these gfee tup 
gstetisotti flees en which ' 
siswiilml Small ~m»i-— nf < ^^^^^» w*at^a   i#»*w*nfw ssnanmsfwa^nnsjaF new   i 

M^ To UKtt tltt tflftckncy «f fei 
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organic mattet lo help in let tiling ihr belt design 
parameters for a fioccuta! ion process, it is possible to 
carry out laboratory experiment* using a flocculatton 
device. Various quantities of the primary flocculant are 
added, the pH is varied an J the results with and without 
polyelectrolyte arc studied. From these results one can 
quite often closely predict what will happen on the large 
scale unit 

Deaera tion 

In view of the concern expressed when natural 
water supplies become anaerobic it may appear 
paradoxical to state that oxygen is a very undesirable 
impurity in boiler feed water. The concentration of 
oxygen is in fact a very significant factor in the 
corrosion of iron and steel and often results in a highly 
dangerous localized form of corrosion known as 
"pitting" In order to reduce this corrosion it is 
necessary to deaerate the water before feeding to the 
boiler The removal of oxygen is normally done in a 
pressure or vacuum deaerator. This will reduce the 
concentration from 10 to the order of 0 05 pam but it is 
then often necessary to add a small amount of a 
chemical scavenger «neh as sodhtm nulphite or hydrazine. 
to remove the last traces. 

:, rccydtnf and UK of inferior w*tm 

la some areas rae supply of water is restricted and 
its use moat be optimized i m other situations, pure 
economia demand mat this is done. By reuse of water 
is maaat the successive use of a given source of water for 
various purpose*. Condensed steam from tome procesan, 
far example, contains impurities which make it 
ujaruitablr for recycling nada to the boiler without some 
farta of costly treatment. In other respects it may be 
good quality and may be used as make up for cooling 

web as botta Mow 
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evaporators which then product- high quality steam 
condensate. Condensed steam itself is also ofun used to 
dissolve chemicals such as ammonia and nitric acid. By 
recycling is meant the successive ust of water for the 
same purpose, for example, in the operation of open 
recirculating cooling systems. Recycling of condensed 
¿team for further use as boiler feed is another example, 
but considerable care must be taken to ensure that its 
quality is satisfactoi/ r'ven if the steam has bev-n used 
solely for driving turbin-s it car. become contaminated 
by machine oil, corrosion products and the inferior 
water which is used in turt'nc cooling Normally some 
system of monitoring such •< conductivity measure 
ment is canted out continuously but as it is difficult to 
detect trace impurities such as oil and suspended matter 
all the condensate is usually passed through a filter 
which might include powdered ion exchange resins for 
the removal of solutes. When steam has been used for 
purposes other than power generation h as drying 
and evaporation of chemical products, the risk of 
contamination is much higher and mort elaborate 
monitoring devices arc necessary. In one situation the 
author has experienced there may be contamination by 
methanol and in this case a special gas chromatographic 
apparatus had to be devised for monitoring purposes. 
Reference has already been made to the move in some 
areas to offer cheaper but inferior supplies of water to 
industry. One of the problems facing industry will be to 
equate the cost of any additional treatment with the 
reduced cost of the raw water and there would appear to 
be some challenging problems ahead for industrial water 
chemisa. Inferior water can be used for cooling purposes 
but if this should be a sewage effluent the relatively high 
concentration of phosphates and ammonia would 
encourage biological growths and high concentrations of 
salts could enhance corrosion problems. Developments 
in the field of specific biocides, dispersant chemicals and 
corrosion inhibitors will no doubt help to overcome 
these problems. Looking further ahead, techniques such 
as reverse osmosis and electrodialysis will probably play 
aa increasingly important role. Whatever chemicals are 
used, however, the industrial chemist has to bear in mind 
that he must pay due regard to his effluent control 
^waswS, 
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PLASTICS MAKE 

SIMPLER SAND MOULDS 

Hastns are finding im reusing use in the produi fit'« of foundry sand movies m a result of 
j shortage nf craftsmen lot the traditional uunj pattern moulds Several research and 
development , entres have been experimenting ttntb these materials since the I95(h and 
have at cumulated ¡ onsiderabte expertise in the field. This article deals VMtb some aspects 
of plasties in patiernmatmg. based on one company's experience, and is reprinted, by 
lourtesy ot the editor  from the August 197.1 issue of Asian Manufacturing 

Till mini imporun! nun in the production ot 
«ml mould«, in the I > mucin is the pattern 
which is uscii at tht \ery beginning of the 

process It is usually made <4 wood, but i hi making »1 
wooden patterns requires a high degree ot craftsmanship 
A shortage ot qualified personnel in this field in rece it 
uars has compelled manufacturers to experiment with 
neu materials and production techniques previously 
unknown in the pattern shop. Ihc rapid increase in the 
usi- ot plastics tor patternmaking is therefore a logical 
and understandable development. 

Plastics have now passed through the trial phase and 
earned recognition as acceptable and proven design 
materials. Their consumption in patternmaking has risen 
sharply in recent years. One of the main factors 
responsible for this growth is their multi-face ted 
application, another is their exceptional resistance to 
wear 

Ihc use of plastics in patternmaking began with a 
synthetic resin pattern varnish. This was followed by 
synthetic restn fillers, cements and glue. In 1956, as the 
cold-setting resins appeared on the market, they began 
to use them to make core boxes and supplementary 
patterns in those days a technique completely new to 
the pattern shop. Only when moulding equipment was 
produced with the pattern and pattern plate in single 
piece, however, did the consumption of synthetic resin 
begin to soar The fact that plastics are usable not only 
as the actual raw material but also in many cases as an 
accessory to simplify the work helped to accelerate the 
swing towards plastics in the pattern shop. 

Reliable assertions on the profitability of plastics in 
patternmaking can only be made by considering the 
specific application. 

The main types of plastic used in patternmaking 
arc: thermoplastics, elastomers, and thermosetting types. 
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Thermoplastics 

Of the thermoplastics, the most suitable for 
patternmaking is polystyrene foam, because of its good 
maehinability. But it is also an attractive material from 
ihr cost standpoint. The advantages of polystyrène foam 
lie in a significant simplification of the worn of making 
the pattern-the pattern-maker no longer has to pay any 
attention to tapering the pattern so that it can be 
stripped from the mould. 

Polystyrene patterns are used primarily for one-off 
pieces, casting systems and démonstration patterns |sec 
fig I). In the training of apprentice*, polystyrene has 
provided welcome assistance. Often i complicated 
pattern is first formed from this material as a type of 
three dimensional sketch to make the presentation more 
vivid. It is also a very effective teaching medium for 
improving the student's ability to read englHewlng 
drawings. In contrast to polystyrene, expertmcfitstkm 
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with plexiglas h»» proved relatively unsuccessful because 
of in high coefficient of thermal expansion. Plexiglas 
can therefore only be used for patternmaking under 
certain condition». 

Elastomers 

Polyurethane foam it an elastomer, being a 
cotd-tctting foam produced from a two-component 
resin. It is relatively simple to work with and its good 
machtnabinry permits the fitting operation to be 
efficiently achieved. 

Tncrmowtuiig plastici 

The thermosetting plastics used in patternmaking 
include epoxy resins, polyesters and phenolic resins. The 
materials used most are epoxy resin and poryurcthane 
ream, the latter coming from the polyester group. 
Recently, phenolic» have begun to be used as coatings 
for coated plates in core boxes. 

These various typet of resins used with the several 
techniques mentioned below enable the building of 
patterns or tools of differing sties. 

Six baste techniques arc used in patternmaking, the 
of technique being determined by the type of 

workpkee and the stressing to which it it subjected (ate 
Ag. II). Tbaac are-, priming, back filling, casting, 
a» sawing, hwÙMrtMg, and machininf. Casting, lamr 
natmg and bacfc-Mftag require master patterns made of 
conventional materials. 

rVimi»)f 

Priming refers to a surtan- layer a few tenths >t a 
millimetre thick It is normally colour?«', strung i>> 
indicate area» subject to wear I he layer used may In- 
hard or brittle, medium hard or soft, depending on the 
requirement high pressure moulding patterns, stinger 
patterns or blown-core boxes Patterns having to meet 
lesser quality requirements arc made without i priming 
layer 

Casting 

Change pattern plates are cast by efficient 
volume-production methods and this system is used in 
the company's high-pressure moulding plant. 

¿.«MnMtrng 

This is the name for the method by which 
resin-impregnated glass fabric is laid up to form a 
so-called laminated shell. In place of the conventional 
hand lay-up method a synthetic resin paste has recently 
been used, consisting of a mixture of chopped glass 
fibres and a two-comporent resin. This has considerably 
cut down die expensive manual labour. For high 
strength, low-weifht patterns, however, the relatively 
labour-intensive laminating method is the most advan- 
tageous. 

Awfn^fïssfsjjg 

When it is necessary to reinforce a laminated shell 
»nil/or a surface layer, back Ming i; carried out using a 
synthetic resin extended with filler materials, the choice 
of the moat suitable fillers being a matter of experience. 
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This procedure involve« a ha su metal unit with the 
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synthetti resin hy tasting 

Preme   fhefktttf   nf  dimensions viitb plann   core 
boxes 
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Polssit rov tnam ami rVnly liti ;J polvcster filled 
with »a 1er I jri purchase«! as blinks and are worked on 
miiiimc tools in much (he same manner a* wood. 

In the rix tif castings with complex core work, 
pattern inspection hy conventional method» » very 
tioublcsomc and reliable inspection results can often 
only l>e obtained by rutting specimen casting« apart. 
Since the advent of synthetic resins in pattcrnmaking. 
this aspect of production has become more economic 
jseefig III) 

Applications of synthetic retins 

Often ihc same contour» ate repeated on different 
listings In such cases, it is often possible to use 
swuhitK resins and copying methods to make 
significant reductions in the labour required for the 
pattern equipment and thus in the cost of the pattern 
set There has been considerable activity in this direction 
for quite some time, with successful results. 

Kxiimples 

A so-called composite pattern construction (repeti- 
tive, heavy use pattern components) is copied in 
synthettc resin and employed in combination with other 
pattern materials to make a core box or a pattern. This 
procedure was first used In producing pattern 
equipment for a cylinder block. Breaking down 
complicated patterns into component parts make* it 
possible to cut manual labour down to a minimum. 

Simplification m the case of impellers 
Ml. 

Instead of building an entire blade insert rile 
patternmaker builds only a segment of it. This segment 
is then used as a master pattern to produce the required 
number of segments as synthetic resin duplica tes. 
Alternatively, the patternmaker can produce a negative, 
which is then used to cast the required number of blades 
on to the supporting body. 

Preparation of duplicate pattern sets 

The main use of synthetic resins is in the production 
of duplicate sets of patterns, identical to, and therefore 
interchangeable with, the originals (eg. lor ikenatma). 
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PAPER CAN KILL aim 
by Lee GrofMMUt 
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¿mi trim company  nul uns   pa pei piles up until one day 
the   company   finds  itself  fat   vvnh  tun  many  reports. 
minus ¿ml statistical analyses 

In the corporate aging process people runic ¿nil go, 
ami each ,-iUls his own flourish I he new traffic manager 
adds pa|K°r to tr.uk shipments, the ne» controller adds 
controls am) siinu tonus tin ne« credit manager adds 
his forms, the ne» pioduction manager his statistics 

•\nd so it goes, cai h ilepartmenl jilils its little bit to the 
steadily growing pile Oser the years each successive 
office holder adds his contribution to the increasing pile 
until ihe cumulât ne effect is tat paper 

Results in lethargy 

What is »rung with tat paper? It is costly in many 
»ays hut its greatest threat is that it reduces a 
company's life span. 

just as too much weight is dangerous for human 
health, it is also bad for a company Companies with too 
much paper work have a low survival rate; they are 
lethargic bound up in red upe and resistant to change. 
In a rapidly changing world the company that stands still 
today will not he still standing tomorrow. 

io fighi fat paper some companies go on a crash 
diet, lose some of their fat only to have it reappear 
sometime later as big as ever. In such campaigns some 
obsolete paper is eliminated. But such efforts do nothing 
about 'he causes of fat paper-the things that generate 
superfluous paper in the first place. 

Reasons for too much paper 

Poorly conceived diets will not work for humans 
and they will not work for companies hoping to trim fat 
paper What kind of diet will work? Before ycu can 
arrive at a diet that will have some lasting effect you 
have to understand the underlying causes for fat paper. 

Psychologists tell us people overeat and get fat 
because they are trying to compensate for some lack in 
their life. Many companies have too much paper for the 
same reason; they are compensating for something they 
are missing. Fat paper compensates for a lack of 
management ability, a lack of employee security, a lack 
of more productive things to do. 

Many managers use paper as a substitute for 
management know-how. Running a company solely by 
paper work systems jus' does not work. Such systems 
are crutches for lack of management skill or the exercise 
of managerial discipline. 

Systems cannot run a company; only capable 
managers can. Systems can help, but they cannot replace 
management. If they could, computer systems would 
have taken over management's job long ago. 
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lor example, a statistical system that controls 
labour utilization and pros'iictivity dominimi) referred 
to as a l.lxKir reporting system) is dimply a useless 
collection nt information and data until management 
inlerprets what the information mans and does 
something about the figuro on the paper It is the action 
of ilomg something to improve labour productivity that 
makes the system worthwhile Action is important, no: 
th< paper that merely reports the need for :t 

In a small business little or no paper wi>rk is needed 
to alert management because they are already out there 
where the action is and they know what needs to u- 
donr. As a company grows and layers of management 
are added, layers .>f paper work are also added. These 
layers of paper serve to insulate top management from 
reality. The more direct the paper work systrm is, the 
better the chance that management will react. 

It is the inept manager who adds fat reports. He 
wrongly believes that he can substitute paper systems for 
managerial ability. When it does not work he piles on 
more reports in the hope that the sheer bulk of the 
apparatus will control things. 

Soon, more time and effort is spent controlling the 
paper work than in controlling the thing the paper work 
was intended to control in the first place. 

There k security in paper 

Some managers encourage fat paper work systems 
to protect their companies from occasional risks. They 
overcontrol to the point where the controls are more 
costly than the possible loss being prevented by the 
paper work. 

These managers are compensating for fear of failure, 
fear of exposure or fear of the unknown loss. Such tears 
are usually out of proportion to the realities of life. 

When the problem or loss does finally occur the 
paper systems are rarely accurate enough to substantiate 
anything. With all the paper floating around no one can 
find the right document anyway. It is the fear of the 
unknown that builds until the system ovcrcompensates, 
becomes top heavy and finally crumbles from disuse. 

The cause of excessive paper work is not limited to 
the managerial ranks. Excessive paper work is often the 
symptom of insecure workers. It is their inu-evrirysthat 
causes them to seek "paper protection" and se they 
willingly join the ranks of paper shufflers, churniftg out 
more and more paper. Workers who get Itale satisfaction 
from their jobs or those without enough work to keep 
them busy will add even more to the paper mowMtM. 

Written reports can only follow events. They art 
often inaccurate and em« important detais, Preoccupa*- 
tion with such répons may meats • neglect of the 
realities of corporate Hit. Reports can never give you a 
"gut feel" of what is happening. Ovcr-rcHaMt tm 
reporting systems is one way to the corporate graveyard. 
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Hare are seven ways to cut your paperwork 

Her* ire seven ways to trini the tat oit your paper work  Each takes management willpower to make it work 

1. 0*1 mar« from your popar Assign an individual or 
department th» |ob of pap« controll« Th« Systems and 
Procedures Department ut laro« rompsn« m tally tills this 
rol* 

first, each report and form u scrutinized to be sure 
tt is necessary Second, it is determnod >t various forms 
can ba combined by analysing where each goes and the 
hinds of information it contains Then it 15 determined 
if Ih« number of co, tes of e?>ch form can be reduced 
by making the remami 'g ones do multiple duty 

For ««ample one copy of a purchase order receiving 
record can be used by the receiving department to 
record the receipt of a shipment Th« quality contro1 

department car record its acceptance of tin shipment 
on th« tame copy N«»t, it 1» sent to record the receipt 
for inventory records F molly, it is Mm to accounts 
payable to «wait th« vendor's invotc« Nopce that one 
piece of paper did four jobs. 

L«ft ¡o their own device«, each department 1.1 tins 
««ample would insist on keeping a file copy of the 
receiving record A powerful central systems group 
makes it difficult for departments to add paper fat for 
their own needs A central group designs comprehensive 
and integrated systems that meat th« needs of all 
department* without overcompeniating tor sum« imag 
med need 

J. Cresta fee« paper in Use fare* pteee Management 
can set the tone by demanding la» paper themselves 
By getting out where the action is they will otuerve 
mora and read lau. On the spot observations are mvalu 
able because written reports filter out undesirable 
information Once management sets the tone, the rest of 
the company will follow. 

Every member of manage)ment can fight the inch 
•vation to "put things in writing" Some things should 
be written but many mora things should not. Overly 
detallad procedures manual«, corporata objectives, de- 
partrnantal goals, fob descriptions fcid comprehensive 
orgjniieiion chart« may be the early symptoms of a 
dying compeny Growing companies ere too dynamic to 
be able to document such things with any degree of 
accuracy 

S. Cheek pratadurn pswiadleally-ln our ever 
changing   butine»*   world   procedures   are  rapidly  out 

moderi and hence need periodic evaluation Ct.ec« vnm 
procedures periodically to sec if they are sii» relevant 
10 today s needs 

4, Use velu« analysis How mur h of your paper is 
only ma'ginally useful' Does each pie':e of papei have 
essential value? If so, does the recipient use the 
information and how ts it used? What would happen if 

the recipient dirt not receive 't1 

Keep only those papers that have real value 
t Inumati" "I'te nice to have" report' Try cutting the 
distribution cf reports and memos to see who screams 
the loudest -^ui uac* o.nv what you have to. Limit 
memo distribution ro a need to know basts" For 
general announcements, use your company bulletin 
board 

5. Keep it simple Avoid embellishments ai.j frills If 
it can be done by simp'e machines, avoid complex 
computers Do not fall in love with systems that 
generate paper lest they become the rationale for new 
systems and more paper 

e. Try trust, not paper A 237 store chain that 
covers 'he British Isles was able to streamline its 
procedures based on trust-not paper Eliminating the 
need for receipts, signed documents and operations 
manuals the company was able to cut 26 million forms 
weighing 120 tons, and 8,000 out of 28,000 lobs Not 
«veryon« cen do what they *d but the opportunity 
exists m s'tniler proportions in every busme« 

Too often paper controls ar« set up for insignificant 
reasons Consider the propensity to cheat and only 
control the significant steps where cheatinq is likely to 
occur Consider your risk exposure and then make your 
control consistant with the risk. 

7. SMmiiete the ceuve The previous steps will help 
you trim paper, but will your reports remain thin? 
When you strengthen a manager's abilities he will not 
neexJ to rely on paper at a crutch. Whan you develop a 
«•cure company climate rvtanegers wili not feel the need 
to overoontrol with papar and employees will not need 
paper protection for their jobs. When workers have 
enough satisfying and productive work they will not 
seek busy work 
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COMPUTERIZED AUTOMATI 

INDUSTRIAI automation s hardly new The con 
ccpt bvgan with the Industrial Revolution, yd 
automated equipment and procedures have changed 

relatively little oier the years Kor the most part, 
human workers still guide the machines, carry the 
parts from one machine to another, keep track of what 
each machine is doing, test and assemble the parts and 
inspect the finished products. 

Worker dissatisfaction widespread 

Many of these jobs are as mindless and tiresome as 
Charlie Chaplin's was in Modern rimes nearly 40 years 
ago. Worker dissatisfaction with these dull, repetitive 
chores is widespread. F ven generally high wages and 
fears of recession have not quieted labour unrest in 
many plants The work stoppages, slowdowns and 
absenteeism that have often resulted from this 
dissatisfaction have led to decreased output, poor 
product quality and thus to escalating production and 
repair costs. 

Most of these routine jobs could be done by 
computer, says Dr Charles A. Rosen, Staff Scientist, 
who has been developing computer-based automation 
systems at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) for several 
years 

"This could eliminate many undesirable jobs", he 
says, "and provide new man-machine relationships 
requiring more human intelligence and thus restoring 
man's purpose and dignity." 

He visualize« factories in which many repetitive jobs 
would be done by computer-controlled machines 
supervised by a smaller but more highly trained work 
force than is ustd today. The workers would be capable 

This article originally appeared in Investments in 
Tomorrow and is reproduced by courtesy of Stanford 
Research Institute, Mento Park, California 

of setting up (i.e., programming) each job, modifying 
procedures, changing over for new mode!« or batch««, 
maintaining the equipment, and using their intelligence 
to cope with stoppages and breakdowns. Thus, m effect. 
they would be "time-sharing" their capabilities among 
many machines. 

Krced from the relatively low-level jobs that can 
ocst be done by machines, the human workers would be 
able to devote their time to thoae more challenging tasks 
that now either cannot be done by machine at all or can 
be done only with inordinately expensive computer 
hardware and software. Such jobs would include 
programming the assembly, inspection and malcriáis 
handling systems as well as repair and maintenance of 
the systems. 

The seeds of this dream exist today. Already, 
computer control is widespread in. chemical 
processing and some segments of the automotive 
industry. It is rapidly invading the petroleum industry, 
particularly oil production, and the aerospace, communi- 
cations and electronics industries. As electronics takes 
over more and more functions that have historically 
been performed mechanically or cltctromcchaMcail/. 
computerized automation it spreading to the manufac- 
ture of such equipment as calculators and automotive 
parts as well. 

Low COM computan 

This rapid growth is sparked by plummeting 
computer costs and the spread of electronic control 
systems, which are cheaper, more reliable and fasMtr than 
electromechanical or mechanical controls. A minicom- 
puter-based control system that coat $100,000 five yean 
ago would now come to about $25,000. David Penning, 
Senior Industrial Economist at SRI, whose background 
combines several years in computer production with 
extensive long-range technoeconomic planning experi- 
ence, predicts that by 19«) the price of such a computer 
control system may nave dropped to between $3,000 
and $10,000. 
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ON TAKES OFF 

expects the electronic» industry (including 
tone) to be a sneernced for automatic« 

dna industry is fsmawr with computer based 
electronic contrai technique* end therefore hu the 
ability to adapt «ich techniques easily to production 
requirements. Abo, electronic products tend to be 
faticrjonsJiy to complex diet only a computer can teat 
them rapidly enough to make testine economically 
feasible. 

Moreover, electronic products are subject to rapid 
obsolescence. Televisión, for example, has gone from 
vacuum tube pans to transistors and on to integrated 
circuits in about ten years. This rapid product evolution 
mat ss it feasible for the electronics manufacturer to 
consider changa in production equipment as soon as his 
product becomes obsolete rather than waiting until lus 

For the electronic manufactura, therefore, com- 
puter-based automation makes economic tense today. 
fmhaj points out that in 1972 one ttlcvkuon 
laauwfctiwat »owed its profita 55 per cent and its 
ambi IO par cent by automating its production line. 

Maw, the computer is extensrvety used for testing 
>miu»ak products. In addition, it is beginning to take 
«s* metti catling and fabrication in many industrias, li 
tin? so-eaued "direct nunvrteal control** (DNQ, one 
SBMssjiit controls many necbJoc tools. In "computer 
ujnwiesj control" (CMC), each machine has its own 
MM demented  computer to guide it through the 

'• " > of complex contoured nana made of exotic 

P$P  tMu\  "sMdsuj 

mm 
sBmmajw 
>fewib* 

ina» a variety 

The Prototyp* virion «yotam (ft», I) dsveiopsd at SRI » pert of 
tht material« hondlinaj tytwrn mewn in figura II. Ths vldon 
•VMtm rwoantn* an object and determines it* position and 
orientation on • movtoa. belt. vrr» mit information, ths 
Industrial manipulator (fie. 10 M eWt to arem tnt object and 

mow« it «a am detired toeation 
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F ¡furi IH F tur* IV Figur« V 

The lyitem can be orogrammad  lo racognire and manipulai* a particular ob)*cl m a d*»ir*d way by maan» of an interactiva 
programming routini ui ng TV display' of th« ob|*ct (figa III, IV and VI  For («ampia, by maajni of a light pan. Ih« programmar 

moves certain hues duplayad in figura V to th* point» wrtart ha wann tha manipulator to grate th* object 

equipment and collect data as to which machines arc 
Jning what chores and how efficiently. Without a 
computer, it is difficult for a plant manager to keep 
current information on these operations 

Penning point« out that m a recent survey managen 
in various manufacturing and process industries said they 
intended to automate equipment monitoring and data 
collection at the same time that they automate the test 
and fabrication operations. 

Major operations still to be taken over by the 
computer are programmed materials handling, inspection 
and assembly. These would be systems that could be 
easily programmed to perform a variety of operations on 
objects of different sizes and shape«. Typical operations 
would include moving parts from one place to another, 
remembering where they are located, picking them up 
off a conveyor belt while they are in motion, inspecting 
them for completeness, damage, spots and stains, making 
sure their dimensions are within tolerance, and putting 
them together to make a finished product, which it then 
further inspected. 

Enter the robot 

Materials handling operations are beginning to be 
done in some factories with simple programmable 
manipulators, sometimes called robots. They are used 
for such jobs as loading and unloading presses, stacking 
parts, spot welding and paint spraying. But these devices 

have as yet no more than rudimentary sensory 
equipment, such as a photocell. As a result, they can 
only manipulate objects that are fixed in a precisely 
predetermined position. They lack the sensory feedback 
as well as the hardware and software capabilities needed 
to perform two-handed operations. However, they can 
be programmed to perform a wide variety of simple 
tasks involving certain specified movements. 

A human worker programs the manipulator by 
moving it through the desired motions once, then going 
back and making small changes in its sequence of 
operations until he is satisfied with its performance. An 
average production worker can acquire the skill needed 
to do this in a month or two. 

Programming die aMembiy line 

Computer-controlled inspection and assembly 
systems are further over the horizon. Virtually the only 
ones now in use arc single-purpose systems that can 
sense such characteristics as dimensions or colour but 
cannot he programmed to do more than one task. 
Programmable systems will be difficult to tmpicineM 
because of the almost infinite variety of objects to be 
assembled and opérations to be performed. The objects 
may range from neils to automobiles, while the 
operations to be performed on them may rangt fro« 
measuring the length of the nail to putting tires on tnr 
automobile 
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The equipment that could teme and manipúlate 
weh a variety of object« hat not been developed yet. 
Two-handed operations, men a* putting a tire on a 
vehicle at it move« down a production line, can be 
performed in the laboratory, but the systems are not yet 
practical. The manipulators will have to be improved and 
the software refined and simplified so that it can be 
incorporated into a small computer. Moreover, it wiD be 
iteceseary to develop higher level computer languages 
doac lo the spoken language to that someone who is not 
a programmer can program the system to do different 
job«. 

Talking to computen 

Until recently, higher level computer languages were 
not practical to use with minicomputers because of their 
United memory capabilities. In order to translate the 
languages into voltage levels, which the computer can 
understand, a great deal of computer memory b 
required. With the rapidly falling cost of computer 
memory, however, the situation has begun so change. Aa 
a result, it would be feasible to trade off computer 
iwasaory for ease of programming, if the programs were 
Masut esWheW 

Rosen heads a group of scientists at SKI who are 
developing both programs and hardware for a variety of 
programmable systems under a contract with the 
National Science Foundation. The objectives of the 
two-year program are to develop easily programmable 
manipulating, visual sensing and inspection systems and, 
finally, an integrated assembly and inspection system 
that incorporates materiati handling, acquisition, 
assembly and inspection operations, all easily pro- 
grammable and potentially cost-effective. 

1« December, 197}, at the end of the first six 
of the program, the group had completed a 
i handliag system with visual and touch seaainf 

(fig«. I-Vl)   For the visual seana* both a crlevinori 
array of linear diodes are being used. 

»sors convert  the  optical   image  to 
Ä These signals arc processed by the 

then identifies any of six or seven 
Ä objtctt and directs the manipulator to pick 
sad pkw mem hi t specJfled location. Tactile 

_    *>« by oV •'k««dJ «^ ••flngm" shown in 
fsptVft. Light detectors smse the movement of the 
ftafara, §*# the cornant« relata this movement to the 
ajBjatusst av prHpsw appbed by the fingerà, The system 
CM asvtstsiy SM pint up objects te motion. 

Mfattiaghatim." 
-.<• âaai aMáass out «hat «aaaa of MW «^^M san* fer 
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Even if the computer were time-shared among many 
different factory operations to bring down the cost per 
operation, the system would not be practical in the 
factory. The whole factory would have to shut down if 
the computer failed. Within two years, however, Rosen 
expects to have simplified and streamlined the software 
enough so that it could be used in a self-standing 
minicomputer-controlled system that would be cost- 
effective in the factory. 

Long-term goals of the project include the 
development of a system that could respond to voice 
commands such as "a little higher", "two inches to the 
left", etc. 
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Low-cost Automation 
by C. P. Kearney 

Tbe autbor G. P. Kearney u a rnturcb worker amé comutumi m mmemim took mi awtommtimm. In 
1967 be set up tbe first low cou automation centre m Bngbmé He Im mho worked at a titninhnnt on 
behalf of UNIDO (in Sri Lanka, Singapore amé Turkey), amé tbe Unétaé Nmti-Mt Eéuaáowmt, StwmtifU 
and Cultural Organhatior (UNFSCO). Tbe original wtmon of tbn anient firn appanni im tm* Tmwmae 
langnage in tbe quarterly review Verimlilik, pmblubeé by tèe Turkùb ProénetiwJty Centn tí AmmWw 

LOW-COST lucomation might better be termed 
"do-it-yourself automation"; it it fitted at 
custom-made to the conditions of the particular 

factory and the particular machine, and «nee this 
requires intimate knowledge of the factory and die 
process, it must usually be applied in the factory by the 
factory's engineers. 

Low-cost automation is not low coat in die absolute 
sense but in the comparative sense. The coati are 
generally recouped within a short time, so that relative 
to the savinp obtained, the cast it small even though the 
amount of money spent may have been high. For 
instance, if work-handling devices are added to an 
expensive machine, raiting its output by 30 per cent, and 
if the labour and capital chiffra for the machine are 
$10,000 per year, the saving is $3,000 per year. If 
$1,000 were spent on the work-handling device, the 
money would be recouped within four month». On the 
o»her hand, if $ 1.000 were spent on an accessory for an 
inexpensive machine which only incretaed in output by 
S per cent it would take five yean to recoup the cost. 
The first instance is low-cost automation; the second it a 
question of buying equipment which should be 
amortized, an investment decision. 

The growth in production of standard units, such at 
pneumatic components and work-handlu device«, wade 
in bulk by specialized firms, hat helped io spread the uae 
of this type of automation in industry. The task df rat 
factory engineer is to incorporate these uniti into a 
mechanical structure which he designs for the purpose, 
and then to design control circuits in pneumatics or 
electrónica. Even control circuit problems have been 
eased by the availability of easily used and inexpensive 
electronic uniti. 
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AppHostttn of low coal atitofMtioa 

The ft« problem m applying low-coat auto 
is to decide where it will be valuable, where the torn ai 
the equipment can be quickly recouped from 
and where it it technically feasible. The 
possibilities for application lie in routine operation« am) 
operations that need force and power not already 
provided by machinery. At routine operations ace earner 
to automate than very complex ones, they arc an 
obvious target for low-coat automation. Work that needs 
the continuous application of strength and power M 

frequently done manually; at the day wears on, however, 
the labourer becomes fatigued, and hit productivity 
drops. Often, heavy weights have to be moved by several 
worker«; but a power device for lifting could be operated 
by one man. keeping labour cottt down, lowering 
fatigue, and frequently increasing the apeed of tü« 
handling operation because of the frettar compactness 
of the lifting device. 

Another   area   to   look   into is  that   of 
monitoring; quantity inasectkm tadu, for itatalfk, 
often lend themsdvc* t&*4tl»nation. On me other haw«, 
automating the ¡nspcctionjof the pant flnjafc o* « 
refrigerator it almost impossible since me efctaftion flf 
faults requires highly aophitMttd 
inspection. 
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productivity of »pial equipment. Minor saving* can be 
effected by using devices detained to safeguard workers 
and equipment, and improvement m quality can be 
obtained through more thorough inspection. 

Increasing the productivity of t machine and its 
operator by adding low-cost automation will compensate 
for the cost of the automation device. The trote 
expensive the machine and the more skilled the 
operator, the greater the saving. Furthermore, if the 
machine is always fully loaded, machines (and operators) 
that have a subsidiary function in the production process 
do not »land idle. This factor is often hidden in cost 
calculations, but il means that priority in automation 
should be given to machines for which a high loading is 
required. 

Reducing the number of workers in a particular 
operaban obviously saves money, but it can introduce 
other difficulties. Terminating a worker can cause unrest 
and hinder future co-operation in introducing auto- 
mation. Where savings can be made by eliminating the 
services of a worker, it is advisable to make sure that a 
need for the worker exu.ii elsewhere in the factory. In 
this way. expansion in the need for labour can be met, 
not by new recruitment but by automation. The benefits 
arc also long-tern since ate cost of labour is rising. In 
addition, once the coats of the low-coat automation are 
recouped, the firm H in a much better position to resi« a 
slump in trade i it can let stand idle any equipment which 
hat been paid for, whereas if it has to lay off workers a 
stibaecwjem mercase in the market after a recession will 
involve ali tac difficulties of recruitment and re-training. 

ia largely possible and 
eeoswmtcal because the number of manufacturers 
spacisjliaiwg m automtonn devices has increased and 
these manufacturers sell at prices that are only possible 
oVtMkjh letfe-acak production. Using these devices, the 
factory engineer can automate his factory at reasonable 
«4p. 
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arranged through a pneumatic circuit. If it is more 
complex, electrical or electronic control circuits may be 
needed to control the cylinders through electro-pneu- 
matic valves. Speed control of pneumatic cylinders is 
poor, and an improvement can be obtained by using 
hydraulic cylinders. For both pneumatic and hydraulic 
cylinders there is a difficulty in getting long travels, and 
electrical drives through gearing csn then ¡,. useful. 
Close control of speed also needs electncal drives or 
rotary hydraulic motors. Also useful are a wide range of 
clamps and fixtures operated pneumatically, which may 
be linked in a machine by the machine structure and 
controlled from the central control circuit. Air devices, 
using fluidic principles at low air pressures, arc useful for 
monitoring as these provide very cheap detection 
transducers. Even control circuits may be built from 
fluidic units, although the cheapness of modern 
integrated circuit electronics often nukes them uneco- 
nomic. 

Electronic transducers can assist in monitoring and 
in detection although they tend to be expensive in 
relation to fluidic devices. The great value of electronics 
for low-cost automation lies mainly in their use in logic 
control circuits. Electronic logic devices are now very 
cheap and are extremely reliable under a wide range of 
industrial conditions. They are easy to buid into 
circuiti, even by those not particularly skilled in 
electronics. 

Mechanknl, electro-mechanical and pneumatic- 
mechanical units are widely available, particularly to 
assist with the mechanical handling problems of transfer 
and orientation. Bowl feeders of various types can be 
used to orient small parts preparatory to transfer into a 
machine. Standard units for transfer machining aie also 
widely available. With these, as with other units, there is 
always the possibility of re-use for different automation 
arrangements, if the initial arrangement becomes 
obsolete through a change in design or product. 

Utxfvl 

Unce tow-coat automation it used mainly by factory 
it msfbt be wondered whether these enftmcrs 

«m be msjht tins techniques in a reasonably short tin». 
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I ogu . using clcitionit or other device*, is very 
useful in designing IIH tonimi circuits ol automation 
equipment bur shjjhiU complex circuits, logic is an 
essential technique Inn M is tairlv • asy to learn in a 
short rime- It enables simple solutions tei be found tor 
jpparentlx complex problems (such as conditional 
responses and sequencing» of the control circuits logic 
is not needed tor simpler controls, which can probably 
IK done l>v pneumatic*, or tor controls that are similar 
to conventional relax circuits. 

Mechanical design is essential since most automation 
equipment must be built and designed in the faeton, 
but this is part ot the regular training of mechanical 
engl neers 

Above all. the main requirement of the factory 
engineer undertaking low cost automation is the firm 
intention to automate, this will keep him on the alert to 
opportunities to automate, aware of the need to keep up 
to date regarding the availability of commercial units to 
assist automation, and concerned with following other 
reported applications of low-cost automation in trade 
literature 

I raining a factors engineer in the techniques of 
low-cost automation is easy: provided that he already 
has some background in factory experience he can be 
given good basic training in two to three weeks full time. 
After such training, the most urgent need is the 
opportunity to practise the techniques that have been 
learnt by undertaking simple, and later more complex, 
projects within the factory. 

Problems of introducing low-cost automation 

Low cost automation may be described as an 
attitude of mind for management, for technologists, and 
for labour. Generating the proper attitude of mind in 
management requires a process of education and 
publicity as to the value and feasibility of low-cost 
automation in order to establish an environment in 
which low-cost automation projects can flourish. The 
success of this environment will depend on: the firmness 
of the intention to expand production; the readiness to 
provide funds for the purchase of automation devices on 
the advice of engineers, for the training of engineers in 
the technique« of low-cost automation, and for the 
m-factory training of workers; and the willingness to 
employ engineers not only for routine tasks but also for 
the development of increased production through 
low-cost automation. Once managers can be convinced 
of the advantages and feasibility ol low-cost automation 
it is only necessary to ensure the availability of training 
for engineers and the supply of automation devices. This 
process of manager education, for example, has been 
introduced    by   automation   centres   in   the   United 

Kingdom of (.rcat Britain and Northern Ireland and in 
the Netherlands. 

Once an automation centre is established it can 
easily provide training facilities for engineers, together 
with advisory and information services. The centre need 
not be a separate institution; it can be part of a larger 
engineering institution or government department, with 
initial staffing of three or four engineers. 

The second prerequisite of the introduction of 
low-cost automation, the availability of automation 
devices, is more difficult to arrange. A wide variety of 
equipment is available in r.uropc, but stockists in moat 
developing countries are loath to build up large supplies 
for a market that does not yet exist and that would 
require publicity in its development. On the other hand, 
if a large market did develop it would be nest nary, in 
the interest of the economy in general, to encourage the 
manufacture of the more common items domestically. 

Automation and employment 

The introduction of any form of automation causes 
fear of employment because of the belief that as 
automation improves efficiency the same amount of 
work can be produced by fewer workers. This, however, 
is untrue, for while low-cost automation increases the 
productivity of machinery that already cabra on the 
factory floor, the automation will be uneconomic untesi 
this extra production can be sold. Before introducing 
low-cost automation it must be ascertained that there is 
a need to increase the volume of production through the 
factory. It may not be necessary to delay automation of 
a particular operation until there is a need for more 
production from it, because the labour saved on the 
operation may be diverted elsewhere. Nevertheless, 
quicker returns on investment will be realised if 
operations that normally present bottlenecks arc 
automated. 

Taking a wider view of the effects of automation on 
employment it is teen that the choice is not between 
automating and not automating but between the 
methods of automation. If s factory choosss not to use 
automation it is choosing lower productivity on bon 
machinery and labour. It may be argued that this can be 
compensated by lower Labour coats, but taw i 
the tower wagas paid to the woher mat, 
not only far bis own lowor productivity but abo far tasi 
lower productivity of (he machinery which 1st a 
operating. It is even possible that if a wôrkar wojkosVfar 
nothing his products woubj be «ton tafanarvi tb*a If 
automation were being usual, ftktlp, it twat afe» In 
realised1 that failure ta 
workers to remaining at in« aiiary Uw»^ whjeh ( 
lower as i 
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Industrial Technology 
in Brazil: Ideology, 

and Action • •:•:•• 

The Ministry of Industry and Commerce of 
Bratd is implementing a comprehensive pro- 
gramme designed to stimulate the development 
met application of industrial technology m that 
country. A special Secretariat for Industrial 
Technology hat been created in the Ministry to 
contrai the programme, for which some 
S90 mutton bas been appropriated for 
197.1 19 74. 
This article presents an outline of the ideology 
amé methodology adoptee, and the action 
taken, m the Secretariat's first year of 
opération. It gives an idea of the technological 
challenge facing Brazil, and is a case study 
which might he found useful by other countries 
with development problems similar to those of 
Bratti The article is the revised version of a 
paper presented in 1973 at a management 
development workshop organized by the 
Instituto de Pesquisas Tecnológicas of Sto 
Ramio and the Denver Research Institute, by 
Law e Corrai da Suva, who was Secretary for 
Indmtinal Technology in Bratti at that time 

N«i«afj íecfanoiogkal planning 

w MfcN tackling the problem of know-how ab- 
sorption and production, it it important that 

countries cfcMwry establish their 
ideoaagy, methodology and machinery lor 

il * alio importa«» that they be 
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by Luiz C. Correa da Silva 

industrial production, (h) The availability of industrial 
production capability - the operation of conventional 
processes and the production of conventional industrial 
foods (mainly hardware), using technology predomi- 
nantly imported; and (c) The capability of creating 
technology, of developing new processes and products 
The technological imperative for developing countries, 
therefore, is to master and apply, as rapidly as possible, 
maximum relevant know-how. 

Software becomes increasingly more important than 
hardware and technology and know-how, as software, 
are important "products". However, in the acquisition 
or creation of technology and know-how, as in many 
other activities, the most important factor is neither 
hardware nor software, but what might be called 
"humanwarc": trained, competent, dedicated and 
imaginative workers. 

The qualities of technology 

Technology is intangible ¡hence the difficulty in 
identifying problems and finding solutions. 

Technology is not exhaustible by use, but it is 
exhaustible with che passage of time. In other words, it 
is not "consumed" through use (on the contrary, it is 
improved) but it can become obsolete. It should be 
applied as soon as it is available, and as intensively as 
possible. 

Technology is specific, vet diversified. Even in such 
a simple product as a ball-point pen, at least four distinct 
and independent technologies are involved. 

Technology, kaow-hw, «ngjiuoiitg and reataren 

Tocawotogy in the specific, detailed and exact 
knowMgt of art»»*»! or pradttcti »stained through 
iytiaiatli rtady ani anparimentaiion, and through Ac 
flgfaMpWfcn 4PI MMMMftt naMHsEBsipi and metafidoiogy to 
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engineering i» the art ot applving science to the 

production >il good«, or stuitri. 

Research is, stridi) speaking, the experimental 
investigation ot a problem liv the application ot 

scientific knowledge and scientific methods. It is 

important not t" inline research and development 

(K • Di with ic.hnology. R » I) is one type of 

innovative aiinitv vshuh, »uh other innovative 

activities, contributes to the renewal of the body of 

technological knowledge. It i ould he »aid that K • D H 

one ot the faucets that HI the pool ot technology. 

Technological functions and instrumenti 

In the analysis of know hos» creation, transfer and 

traile it is important in define and analyse separately 

(j) the technological function» or types of know-how 

needed ami (b) the »ays and means of securing ihe 

necessari know ho» In other words, separate the 

WHAT from the HOW (figures I and II) 

Ptwnmg 
Long tsrm, Mcioiat planning 
Industrial project planning 
Industrial operations planning 
Technological project planning 

f—nbihty ttutUrn 
Pre-featipHity 
Feasibititv 

Connect«** 
Invitation of tenders 
Evaluation of bids 
Procuring and inspecting 

Prot*ci ai0n—rin$ 
Baste engmetring 
DataHad plant design an* anglnaaHiig 

Production faciliti« 
Utilité, buildings, sit* 

Dmtfn of tquißmmtt 

fowpmenr construction antfsomattaaNsiMtf 
Gonst/ucfcion, covnnta*MSVWftg or otsst 

***»t opentriont fctvtotofy 
Production lina 
Auxiliary tervieet (quality control, m«nt«MMpgMJ 
Management functions 

Tetti»*, tmiyik 

OtÈfnoiint tnd protnwn $oMnf (trowel* dtaotlnfj 

fimmnti (on phenomena or manrhM 

Osvaropmswr (of process or product) 
In laboratory 
Pilot plant or prototypa 
Under Industrie! conditions                                       ì 

Industrial proiact 
Indust rid operations 
Tachnoioficsl project 

fomaftv»» 
Industrial 
ComnwrefH 
TarhnmogHd 

Own staff 
Hiring 
Tn 

Pigyro I. ChediHat of tétant—1 nmaMana: MIHAT 

Technology as a product 

Know-how and technology, as mentioned before, 
may be regarded at "product*". They may also be 
considered as intermediate product«. They can be 
produced (or manufactured) and marketed under 
techno-cconorrtic principie* similar to those that apply in 
the case of other goods. 

Technology   production   may   be motivate«! by; 
(a) arbitrary   decision:    "send   men   to   the   moon"; 
(b) need: "develop automobile motori wich loar 
émission of pottutantt"; er fc) profit: 
procesan and produca that wtH either decrease i 
increase the market". Since technology producta—i i a» 
industry, it requires, and detvrms, goMiisaiMnta* 
incentives and support similar to those utwaRy peotriéti 
to other batte industnei, e.*> ftnaneiai, lejtl etc. 

Two kinds of technology may be prediteceli adisti 
technology   (technical   or   speeiai   ttrviees 
negotiated or handled at stach) or irsfm*t 
(that arc contained in, or »out into, tnmrial gamnior 
tervicci). 

TeehMloffcal coment (of * peodstct «r iiwiaa), «v 
impheit tecrtmttoay, it the die*«, tmmÉmèMttmêÊ 
al speciaiived and tptcffle smowwiat NKMMt t*"|a1wrtt 
iHwwntioii str a pnen proovBT tar *srvi*e* tr 
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include the cwc of ill patenti or licence», if any we 
used; the cost of «II directly related specialized 
manpower needed in all phases of production, the cost 
of developing operations; and the coat of related 
research, on a pro-rata batta. Generally »peaking, the 
higher the technological content, the more the specific 
coat per physical unit of a given material good. 

For national planning purposes it is necessary to 
consider the national demand and supply of know-how 
and technology, a» measured by the vaiues of explicit 
technology required in a given year, whether of local or 
foreign origin. It it «la» useful to consider the 
technological balance of payments, which should include 
impana and export« of both explicit and implicit 
technology. 

Tramfcr and trade of eedtnoiogy and know-how 

In technological trade, technology can be negotiated 
in either an explicit or an implicit form. If it is absorbed 
and applied, there is no more valuable merchandise to be 
produced or imported than explicit technotogy. Imports 
of raw materials or food, on the other hand, are 
consumed or transformed and eventually exhausted. 

In my analysis of the problems related to 
know-how production or transfer, it is necessary to 
examine carefully the various and diverse paths leading 
from origin (local or foreign) to final application. 

In the commerce of know-how and technology, the 
following critical operations arc involved: creation or 
production (abroad or locally); location; evaluation; 
selection; accession (through payment, if necessary); 
absorption; application. 

No country should aspire to be technologically 
autarchic. (It is worth noting that the greatest 
Importer« -and exporten-of know-how and technology 
•re the mote highly mdustrislixed countries.) All 
cuttfttrie* can nghtty aspire, however, to an equihbri«m 
m their technological balance of payments, by 

sud   exporting   technotogy   (explicit   or 

IWnltPfiatir^^ *»v*.   ,«.,«. 

technology production, it it particularly important to 
decentralize implementation and initiative as far as 
possible. For certain technological activities or services 
of national Hope (information, standards and certifi- 
cation; industrial property), it n necessary to pian jnd 
implement in terms of national systems or networks. 

The rote of technological institutions 

Technological institutions may be classified accord- 
ing to their main purposes: research and development, 
technical assistance to industrial operation», standards, 
testing and certification; industnal property; informa 
non; techno-cconomic planning. One of the main tasks 
facing government and industry in developing countries 
today is to create condition« that will enc uirage 
technological institutions to produce the technology 
demanded by either industry or the national economy. 

The resources needed for the successful operation of 
technological institutions include: human (trained, 
competent, motivated personnel); material; technolo- 
gical (the body of knowledge and experience amassed by 
the institution as a whole); financial, and managerial. 

Technological institutions should undertake as 
many types of technological functions as are needed by, 
and appropriate to, the community. Research is only 
one among many and includes a number of possibilities: 
pure or applied; scientific or technological; short-term or 
long-term; and "hard" or "soft" research. 

Technological institutions vary, but their functions 
usually include: acting as efficient receiving stations for 
know-how developed abroad, selectively disseminating it 
throughout the community; developing new or improved 
technologies; providing effective technological assistance 
to industry; contributing to the formation of high-level 
specialists; and acting as a catalyst or stimulus in 
community action aimed at increasing technological 
capability («.g. through holding meetings and organising 
information exchanges). 

Technolagical institutions could increase their 
relevance and effectiveness by becoming more concerned 
with understanding the nature of technology and its role 
in modern industry; the realities of industry and 
coasmerce (through closer work with industry); sort 
technology (analysis, planning, forecasting); and econo- 
mic aspects of technical problems. Such understanding a 
parócukrty important to Ac technical development of 

Ttdtaofeifksl institutions should receive full sup- 
port from both govsTiWBcsml and industriai bodies as 
mcy m eaMititl to the tnaWtiy and trade of a country. 
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Industrial development in Bruii 

hails and prospects 

A correct evaluation ol the effort demanded of 
indusm government and technologists in Brazil requires 
considerador) of ii least some of the more significant 
aspects of the country's economy 

(a) The (iNH has grown at a rate of about ID per 
cent per vear in the last five years. 

lb) Industry today produces practically all conven 
tional or traditional consumer goods and most of the 
conventional capital goods. In the former. Brani « 
practically self-sufficient In the latter, the country still 
depends on imports for a sizable share of its needs, but 
it could become practically self-sufficient with minor 
additional effort. 
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(c) Brazilian foreign trade has grown remarkably in 
the last five years (figure III), while specific value is 
tending to catch up with imports (figure IV); 

III. 

id) Assuming that the present favourable condi- 
tions for investment and production will continue, and 
taking into consideration the Government's targets, the 
Brazilian economy and industry by 1980 should retch a 
size and technical level comparable to that of tome large 
countries in Western Europe. The indices shown in the 
following table are based on judicious projections, using 
extrapólame and normative techniques of forecasting. 

BRAZIL 1980   SOMH PROJECTIONS 

nor 

Steel(ingots) 
Insulted capacity 
Production 

Electric power generation 

Cement (production) 

Automobiles 
Production 
Total number 

Capital goods (value) 
Production 
Demand 

Petroleum (consumption) 

Computers 

Atominium (demand, target) 

ONT 

Population 

JO-J 2 million metric tons/year 
it million metric torn/year 

10,000 MW 

26-20 million metric toa* 

1 .8 million unita/year 
10-12 multen 

$2.0 billion« 
$2 7 billion» 

200,000 cubic metres/day 

4,000-5,000 unita instilled 

1 million units/year 

600,000 metric nans/year 

$100-110 billion« 

12S million 

•«Ilion" in this article signifie* a moueand million. 

NMiomi éummmá for technology 

Tiie Braiilian tcchnologKal balance of pay maw» fw 
1971 «»owed • deficit of about MMauWen far ex*ektt 
and implicit technology. Project»«« taékste ém if 
imports of know-how continue m inefeate m úm prêtent 
rate they might reach the $1 MHKM merk i» 19« fee 
«tpMcit know-how stone. Aa weh a heavy strain on the 
balance of payments wiH not be wppariabiu, fri*M nwat 
« RVBœ now so twefOp »œ« sa»SM«ïlïy io me -peon 
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where it will be possible (o keep these importi down to a 
manageable amount possibly to about $S00 million, 
ideally to much let». It will alio be necessary to ensure 
local production and export of know-how. explicit and 
implicit, so as to improve the technological balance of 
payments, 

Aside from foreign trade considerations, know-how 
and technology will be necessary for the growth of the 
economy and for the satisfaction of the national demand 
for increasingly sophisticated goods and services. Thus, it 
has been estimated that the implementation of the 
National Development Plan ( 1972 1974) corresponding 
to investment, by Government, of some $}0 billion -will 
require the use of some $2.7 billion-worth of industrial 
know-how and technology in the three-year period Of 
this amount, about SI billion wit! have to be imponed. 

Brazilian industry, which, it is estimated, contri- 
buted about 35 per cent of the GNP in 1972, used some 
•J billion of know-how in all forms in that year, 
including about $800 million of imported know-how, 
both implicit and explicit. 

There tre no reliable figures available on the total 
worth of technological innovation (including adaptive 
innovation) produced in Braiil yearly, or on yearly 
expenditures or investment for technology and know- 
how creation (all kinds of creative technological 
activities, not just research and development). There is 
no doubt, however, that by 1980 the total business of 
know-how and technology production or consumption 
mutt reach values of the order of $2 billion yearly 
(acquisition and production of new technology). 

Technological development; tbe Bwtlien poiition 

The viability of the Brazilian economy in the 
coming years will depend on local capability to create 
processes and products that are competitive in the world 
market. Brani must therefore participate in the 
exploration of the "technological space" that is open to 
the industrialized countries! the country now has an 
excellent opportunity for economic and social devel- 
opment bated on the simultaneous occupation of 
physical and technological »pace. 

The next »afe of Brazilian industrial development 
wit be based or» the intensive application of technology 
and science to the production of goods and services, 
both through creation and transfer of technology. The 
time it past when the country was concerned mainly 
«Uli problems» it is now entering a period when the 
ef*eet»«ities arc at katt at important. In fact, it appean 
that »reali today haa »nera opportunities than problems. 
Tile main limitisi« fatte» to the coentry i industrial 
grwwtii it the shortage «f Manpower with the tramila] 
mrt*Xpfatenqmiìmém,l>mryiteotMtàt**€*im 
<w planning pasts entlad by ifci basmtiag ecanamy. Ne 

action, by cither Government or private sector, will 
contribute more to technological and industrial devel 
opmer.t than the massive training of the country's youth 
in technology and science. The encouragement of 
immigration erf specialists from abroad (an inverse "brain 
drain") could also have an important positive effect in 
accelerating the development of local technological 
capability. 

Government action 

In July 1973. President Medici approved a National 
Plan for Development of Science and Technolog;.' which 
completely covered, for the first time, the efforts being 
made by the Federal Government in the fields of science 
and technology. The total expenditures and investments 
for the period 1973-1974 amount to about $700 million 
of which some $150 million has been earmarked 'or 
industrial technology programmes to be carried out 
under the supervision of the Ministry of Planning 
(Special Programme) and the Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce. 

Another plan, prepared by the Ministry of Industry 
and Commerce for 1973-1974, involves expenditures of 
approximately $90 million for 32 programmes covering 
sectoral and intersectoral technology in addition to 
institutional infrastructure. Each programme includes 
subprogrammes, which, in turn, include a number of 
projects. The plan hat been prepared according to the 
principles and methodology described earlier in this 
article, the emphasis being on the relevance of the 
projects to industry and to the national economy. 
Implementation of die plan is in its initial stages. A 
policy of decentralization in implementation is being 
adopted, and existing institutions and enterprises are 
being used. The role played by the Ministry of Industry 
and Commerce and the Secretariat of Industrial 
Technology is one of planning, selection of implement- 
ing agents, supervision and co-ordination. 

Through the plan, it is expected that the following 
important new projects will be realized: a national 
system for industrial and technological information; a 
national system for standards and quality certification; a 
national network of industrial technology centres 
(activated by a reorganized National Institute of 
Technology): a ttchno-economic plan of action for the 
non-ferrous industry and one for the capital goods 
industry; and t plan for the development of industrial 
design and one for the development of engineering 
capability commensurate with the demand for such 
design services. 

The Mtcccts of the plan prepared by the Minittry of 
Industry and Commerce will depend on the continuity 
of the effort mat it put aito it and on the feu 

at support of industry. AH indications 
eenjeitioiM are being met. 
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INTEGRATED 
AGRO- 
INDUSTRIES 

Introduction 

ONE of the most significant development! in 
world economics in recent yean has been the 
escalation in the prices of raw materiali. This 

escalation, which has been the catalyst in the formation 
of a new modus vivendi between the developing and the 
developed countries, has been particularly remarkable in 
the case of primary food products. For example: 

• In 1970, world prices for sugar were far below 
production costs: even in countries with cheap 
labour resources a ton of sugar cost only $75. 
Yet, by the end of 1973, the price had towed 
to $500 a ton, and the current price it of the 
order of $670. 

• In 1971, a ton of soya beans cost about fit?; 
now it costs $300; 

• Nigerian palm kernels, which cost SISO per ton 
in 1972, now cost about $520. 

The price escalation is mainly due to an imbalance 
that has came about in the supply an i demand of raw 
materials. The imbalance is caused primarily by rile 
uncertainty of the international monetary situation, but 
there is a secondary reason: many of the developing 
countries are reassessing, and learning to exploit, their 
position as suppliers of certain essential raw materiate to 
the developed world. 

Up to the prêtent time, trade in raw materials hat 
been bated on international agreements the term« of 
which have allowed the consumer countries to allocate 
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This article u bused on a paper prepared by the 
secretami of UNIDO for the International 
Communion on Agro-Industrial Development, 
held at Belgrade, Yugoslavia m May 1974. The 
original title of the paper wat "Integrated 
agro-industries contribution and the present 
vorld food shortage" (UNIDO document 
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to the supplier countries production quotas that were 
always a little higher than the planned consumptior. In 
many instances this policy hat led to an intolerable 
situation. Sugar producers in one developing country, 
for example, have been subsidizing consumers in a highly 
industrialised country, even though the average income 
in the developing country it only one-tenth of that of 
the industrialised „ountry. 

The unwillingness of entrepreneurs in the developed 
countries to enter into joint ventures with counterparts 
in developing countries, or even to invest capital ant) 
know-how in the production of raw or tewi pructssed 
materiali, hat alto contributed to the perpetuation of 
this situation. Capital invested in the production of raw 
materials offers a return only after one or two yean ham 
elapsed whereat capital invested in the processing of mm 
materials to finished goods (eg. palm oil to rmjtmphm or 
cocoa beans to chocolate) offers a tenfold return far 
annum, 

Consequently, raw>tna*erialproaWtalN*imltsutf. 
pace with demand and thè aetata of new wmtllisi at« 
climbing to unprecedented hilfhts. The twist**» *» the 
suppty/demaitd problem lies tasks? mémn •••tastta 
between dsreetotswg ansi aiutiate1 witntissi. Any ttseh 
prutcrship, however, mu« l»*swm\m the tq«l shall*.) 
of opportunity, eeiMftn tati fitta 
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The a^o-iiufci stries 

The rapidly widening gar- between supply and 
demand in the food ¿nil feed sectors of industry 
throughout the world provides a rare opportunity for a 
re-ex#mination of the relationship between the poor and 
neh countries and a strong incentive for closer 
co-operation. It is quite apparent «hat now, as never 
before, the developed countries are m urgent need of 
certain processed foods which the developing countries 
can well supply if they arc provided with the 
appropriate technical and financial assistance. (One of 
the world's leading sugar equipment producerli predicted 
recently that the world tugar deficiency would probably 
reach 22 million tons by 1980 He also said, however. 
that most of this sugar could be ptoduced in the 
developing countries-provided that at least SI JOOmillion 
wat invested in new sugar factories and $700 million in 
die reconstruction of existing plants.) 

The key to agro-industrial success lie* in the vertical 
integration of production (tee figure), whether this 
involves ownership of the production facilities, joint 
management, or the contracting of common intere*« in 
marketing, processing and agricultural production. An 
agro-industry it not merely an industry bated or 
agricultural raw material*, nor does the term refer to the 
suppliers of such auxiliary materials a* pesticide*, 
fcrrjuters, and agricultural machinery: it it a much wider 
concept involving the integration of marketing, proces- 
sing and agricultural production under a comprehensive 
management responsible for the production, harvesting, 
processing and marketing of the products by the most 
direct means. Thus, an agro-industry rhould be a well 
planned, streamlined process for the production of 
maximum output of marketable goods from minimum 
inputs. 

This form of production may involve cither a high 
degree of specialization or a wide range oí products. A 
characteristic feature is the utilization of all liy products 
by other branches of the enterprise or association of 
enterprises. A further advantage of the agro -industrial 
system is the close relationship that can be established 
between it and the markets. 

The first step in the establishment of an 
agro-industry is to make a thorough analysis of existing 
and potential markets at home and abroad This is 
followed by an industrial survey tc establish the profile 
of the factories needed to meet the demands of the 
markets analysed. Such a market-onentcd approach 
inevitably means the rejection of certain items, but new 
products can be introduced on the basis of improved 
utilization of by-products, land, or human resources and 
capacities. A second market analysis will confirm the 
suitability of the programme selected and, by means of 
regular checks, an optimum agro-industrial development 
programme can be elaborated for both limited and 
broader areas of application. 

If agro-industrial development is carefully planned, 
it will be possible to achieve rapid, yet economic results ; 
rapid rural development; the large-scale utilization of 
virgin territories (including deserts); the optimum 
utilization of capital-intensive irrigation facilities; the 
solution of socio-economic and political problems; and 
best export results. Careful planning will also help to avoid 
competition with ongoing economic or political schemes; 
dissatisfaction within existing industrial and agricultural 
sectors; tnd economic failure. This planning can be limited 
to one region at a time and effected one step at a time. 

Fully integrated agro-industries 

Agro-industry is characterized by the very close 
relationships (ir terms of time, distance, economic 
interests and management) between marketing and 
industrial processing on the one hand and between 
processing and agricultural production on the other. 
Such relationships constitute the most significant 
advantages of the integrated process, but if maximum 
benefit is to be derived, appropriate techniques and 
engineering mutt be applied. In a fully integrated 
sugar-cane enterprise, to take one example, agricultural 
production, harvesting activities and processing can be 
timed and co-ordinated in such a mander at to ensure 
minimum quantitative and qualitative losses. In an 
efficiently integrated pea industry, to take another 
example, the peas can be mechanically harvested, chilled 
and transferred to the processing line for canning or 
freeting within an hour and a half. 

A fully integrated agro-industry must closely 
observe market behaviour at all stages of the operation 
so at to be able to derive the greatest benefit over the 
long or short term. Consequently, particular importance 
should he attached to the choice of techniques and 
engineering for the distribution, processing and produc- 
tion i 
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When establishing export oriented agro-industrial 
production, onK integrated agro industry should he 
considered. I hi- benefits to be derived from sut'h a 
system tan be summarized as follows 

• Integrated agro-industrial development can be 
accomplished in only a few yea's. (In 
traditional rural development schemes, scheme* 
for the settlement of new territories, or plain 
agficltural development schemes, a schedule 
cannot t>e clearly established in advance, nor 
can results be forecast.) 

• Integrated agro-industrial projects arc bankable. 
Investments, productif)i ci>sts, revenue and net 
profits can he forecast. (In most other kinds of 
development, initial outlays can only be 
conceived as irretrievable losses.) 

• Integrated agro industrial projects can be 
implemented in countries with varying political 
and social structures and at v;_-ry different stages 
of national development An integrated agro 
indu.triai enterprise can be owned by the Stati, 
privite persons, shareholders or members of a 
co operative. 

• Integrated agro-industry generates long-term 
employment opportunities more rapidly and 
effectively 'han any other investment in 
agriculture and can serve as a working model 
for other industries, for co-operatives or even 
for the State itself. 

• Integrated agro-industnal enterprises do not fall 
victim to social antagonism: they have unified 
management, obviating clashes of interests and 
safeguarding the optimum use of materials, 
capital production, transport facilities, and 
manpower. 

• Integrated agro-industry need not be perma- 
nently subsidized as It is self-sufficient and 
tends to create its own markets, both domestic 
and foreign. Horizontal linkage with other 
integrated agro-industrial enterprises presents 
no problems and joint export endeavours, 
common technical and research work or even 
increased specialization can be effected simply. 

Co-operation in ayo-induitml development 

Agro-industnal projects resulting from co-operation 
between developing and developed countries should be 
well planned and prepared, the partners being provided 
with all the information and data necessary to make 
clear-cut decisions. B.oad-scale co-operation-in the 
research, manufacture and selection of food-processing 
equipment and n special afro industrial consultancy 
services which would permit the joint elaboration at 
projects, training of staff, provision of management and 
repair and maintenance services, as well as tile 
reconstruction of agro-industnal enteiprises would be, 
of course, essential to the success of the project. To 
enable them .o agree on a viable project on equal terms, 
and to avoid mistakes, the partners should commission 
an objective consultant to prepare a good techno- 
economic study. On the basis of this study decisions 
could be taken jointly and mutual confidence would be 
established from the beginning. 

The first stage of the study should be u 
export-oriented market analysts. (There arc only a few 
developing countries that can afford to build up 
agro-industries exclusively for their home markers.) Thé 
second stage should be the selection and specification of 
the processing and storage faculties necessary for the 
production programme, as determined by the market. 

It is important that part of the study be devoted to 
the streamlining of agricultural production and the flow 
of raw materiah. Should the price, quality, quantity or 
assortment of goods fail to correspond to market 
expectations the necessary remedial changes and 
recalculations should be made immediately. 

Joint venture contracts for the establishment of 
agro-industries should contain acceptable conditions for 
the developing countries with respect to the repayment 
of credits and loans. The question of know-how is often 
misunderstood by these countries they readily pay 
twice the price for it if it it "invisiWe", i.e. included in 
the price of the equipment; but they usually fed at a 
disadvantage if the supplier of the know-how requests 
cash payments or royalties. There should be no 
objection whatsoever to half of the repayments for 
know-how being effected in kind, on the basis of world 
market prices. 
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Making Match 

by John A. Gay 

Mr. Gay is a patenti licensing officer with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority 
and president of the Licensing Executives Society International This article is adapted, 
viitb permit'ion of the publisher, from Pl.l Know How magazine 

IN exploring the ways in which a good much 
can be made between licensor and liceniec, I 
shall consider the necessary policy decisions which 

must be taken by both parties before any decision 
to license is made, the types of product which can most 
remuneratively be licensed by one company to another, 
and the personal relationships which are essential to the 
negotiation and implementation of a successful licence. 
While many of the observations I shall make will be 
directed towards licensors, they will more often than not 
apply equally to licensees. 

The granting of a licence is by no means the 
prerogative of the larger companies: there is a good deal 
of evidence to suggest that successful development 
which can subsequently be licensed arises in companies 
of »II sites although there are some subjects, such as jet 
engines and nuclear power, where the cost of 
development it so high that only larger companies can be 
responsible for diem. I dull therefore assume that small 
companies are just at concerned as large ones when it 
comet » considering and implementing a licensing 
policy. It it worth remembering that many of the 
important inventions in use today were originated by 
individuals and developed, at any rate initially, by small 
companies. Such inventions include air cushion vehicles, 
the etatfron microscope, the jet engine, penicillin, and 
the catalytic cracking of petroleum. 

I would not like to give the impression that licences, 
one« having been entered into, are automatically 
remunerative to the parties concerned. There h general 
tfiLiNtmi m both the United Kingdom of Great MtBtn 
asid »tomern tremo« end the Umted State, of Amen« 
thf* when oat * detta« *«h the exportation of new 
¡suis, wMttty, tfcof« far winch a market ha« not existed 

• >^pw mV'lntt 9KWM&" M |Wf CCIi-2 «fra 'w Wtf 
rhi aw» any exftcrttnee that only one «mener or 

one fiftr of this null proportion of new ideas that arc 
Mr Be amé produce * worthwhile royalty income. 
Clearly, àc «emuKy of tuceam met w hcwiúng erwei. 
{MEMI HUM cmwmgof a bceocc^l/hmnotlaad 
mmm St •» fitmtK tl aue«as. It « ?«c t -tject of thi» 
•stsssf tn w^i%::as9Jml)IKS^MI^^,ittM0i^tßm0t m 
mit he ñMMmnsMiAMA—*-—' •* - •-* 
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Strategy in the transfer of intellectual property 
rightt 

Before coining to a decision about whether or not 
to enter :nto licence arrangements it is necessary to 
consider very carefully the reasons why such action is 
thought desirable. There are, of course, other ways in 
which intellectual property can be transferred between 
parties. These principally include joint ventures, equity 
participation, the formation of subsidiaries, particularly 
abroad, and even the appointment of sales agencies. 

In a joint venture, one company teams up with 
another, generally in a foreign country, to exploit jointly 
rights owned by one or sometimes be h companies. . .. 
Very often, too, a joint venture resu ts from previous 
lew formal collaboration such as sales or assembly 
arrangements during which the parties have got to know 
one another—an important prerequisite for any success- 
ful venture. 

With equity participation, one company, having 
exploitable rights, takes an equity share in another 
company which llwn proceeds to exploit the rights 
concerned. In this way the company owning the rights 
participates in the exploitation of the product concerned 
to a greater degree than is normally possible under a 
licence. 

Exploitation abroad can also be carried out under 
the aegis of a wholly-owned subsidiary company, and 
new technology hat been exploited successfully by UK 
industry in this way in Commonwealth countries and in 
the United Sutes in recent yeti». Although exploitation 
through t subsidiary company may potentially promise 
the greatest financial return, the rim of setting up such a 
company, particularly abroad, may be appreciable and a 
deeWon of this kind should only be taken when a good 
deal of experience of the product in the particular 
cottntry has been gained. 

Due iMmtMcrarion mutt be given to licensing. It 
should Bowwi be remembered Aat hcenting it only 
one of t spectrum «7 waft ef transferring intellectual 
r^oawtyand, m that it relies on the efforts of another 
patty, it «Him the but rim m expkntatMi:» hot 
f/mmäf. the amallen fhmnciti return at weM, 

m 
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("he strategy io be followed in transferring 
intellectual property rights therefore needs careful 
consideration and may require expert aduce In order to 
ensure i good match between licensor and licensee, it 
should first be established that licensing is unequivocally 
the preferred method of exploitation. 

I here arc many circurtv tances which have to l>e 
taken into account in dcuding whether to seek a licensee 
or obsersely to look for a product to be manufactured 
under licence Some of these may. of course, be relevant 
in considering other forms of associations but they will 
be discussed in this article in the context of licensing. 

An inability to sell a product in a foreign country or 
a reduction in sales in that country are often good 
grounds for considering the grant of a licence to an 
indigenous company Sales may be restricted by 
government regulation or by the desire of a developing 
country to manufacture the product for itielf. In certain 
South American countries financ ' stringency may 
prevent products from being imported from a foreign 
country. In many of these circumstances, the granting of 
licences will be welcomed and encouraged by the 
country concerned. 

A potential licensee should not be retirent about 
considering the taking of a licence. In a sense the royalty 
payment is a saving in the expense of development, and 
countries such as Australia and Japan have prospered in 
past years and made technolgical advances through a 
policy of taking licences. It is therefore both legitimate 
and acceptable for companies to acquire research and 
development knowledge through licence agreements, and 
arrangements of this kind have generally proved very 
successful for both licensor and licensee. After all, it is 
wasteful to re-invent products and processes. 

A licence can permit a company to go forward and 
carry out developments, the exploitaton of which may 
be otherwise prevented. Large companies particularly 
may obtain rights from other companies under cross 
licence arrangements. 

A company may also decide that a product is due to 
be superseded by an improved one currently under 
development. Here licensing offers the possibility of 
obtaining a further return on the capital and resources 
expended on the original product. In my experience, 
however, it is necessary to be frank in informing any 
potential licensee that an improved product is being 
developed, as otherwise subsequent relationships 
between the parties may deteriorate when, unknown to 
the licensee, the licensor launches the improved product 
upon the market .... If a meaningful relationship is to 
be maintained between licensor and licensee the 
inclusion of improvements in a licence agreement is an 
important consideration. In some South American 
countries, in fact, it is obligatory if royalties are to 
continue for more than a few years. 

There may be some tax advantages from entering 
into licence agreements particularly with, for example. 

affiliated companies which are not wholly-owned. This is 
i subject o.i which specialist advice will be required but 
a desire to minimize tax payments can be a good basts 
for a successful licensing match 

A decisori about whether to license or tike a 
licence and the terms for such a licence should be part of 
the corporate policy of the company and should not be 
considered as a casual matter unrelated to other 
company activttirs. The effect of licensing, particularly 
abroad where anti-trust considerations apply, should be 
taken into account especially if .here is a possibility of 
the licensee competing with the licensor as could 
sometimes be the case in the United States. Making a 
good match depends on appreciating fully the reasons 
for licensing, giving licensing a proper place in the affairs 
of the company and understanding the ensuing benefits 
and pitfalls. 

The product 

There are advantages in deferring licensing until a 
product has been successful commercially. Proven 
success by the licensor reassures the licensee and the 
licensor when exploitation commerces although extra- 
polation from one country to another it not easy on 
occasions. It is noteworthy that companies in the United 
Sates sometime* find that in spite of a successful 
marketing opération ;;i their own country, a European 
licensee is not so successful. This may be due to practical 
difficulties such as clanging drawings into metric 
measure and the different problems of a smaller and leas 
sophisticated market, but also, for example, to 
differences in personal attitudes to consumer products. 
The consideration of a detailed market survey should be 
a prerequisite for any potential licensee. With technically 
complex products it is more necessary than ever for the 
potential licensee to understand fully the product or 
process being offered including the way in which it can 
be manufactured, altered, improved and used. The 
licensor would be well advised to supply sufficient 
information to enable a potential licensee to carry out 
this kind of assessment. 

Unless the product or process has had considerable 
commercial success it is generally unwise fer a Meaner 
to attempt such an assessment for a potential license« at 
he can seldom know all the points to be taken iato 
account by the licensee. Sometimes, of course, the 
provision of information for assessment purpose* istaat 
be passed under an option arrangement or a 
confidentiality cover. 

I should now like to explore what sort of prodact 
should 1* sought by a potential Hcensee. Hi • number of 
calci the license« accepts a licence to mtnttfacture the 
product he is already manufacturmg. The potential 
licensee is thus able to naesl from «xistrflf knowledge 
products which are likely » he of vans« » Max. 
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There » some evidence to suggest, however, thai 
compirne» wishing to diversify their activities can 
successfully take licence» on subjects which arc 
markedly different from those with which they are 
already concerned. Some year» ago I was fortunate 
enough to be able to discuss with a number of Scottish 
companies their experience in diversification and their 
requirements for new ideai It was very interesting to 
find that a fair proportion of the companies which had 
successfully diversified their activities had done so with 
products that were quite dissimilar from those which 
they had traditionally manufactured. This policy seemed 
to be associated in many cases with a young and 
vigorous board of directors which had decided to strike 
off in a new and different direction. 

This Scottish experience is interestingly matched by 
an instance concerning a major automobile manu- 
facturing company in the United States. Here the 
company developed an additive to petrol and produced a 
fuel with anti-knock qualities. It went on to develop 
methods of making the anti-knock material in a practical 
form, activities which were radically different from the 
manufacture of motor can. This vigorous diversity of 
development led, of course, to a most important product. 

A good match may also be made between 
companies which have manufactured different products 
up to the time of their meeting and I suggest that a 
willingness to undertake the exploitation and perhaps 
development of a radically different product may augur 
wed for the success of such a project. 

A licence should seldom be a once-and-for-all-time» 
deal. It concerns the relationship between two 
organization» and an agreement may eventually «over a 
range of activities and grow more compte»: m rhe 
relationship matures. Even before the licence agni mint 
M fruttasi, one company may decide to ghjfc another a 
sein agency for the product on which a lie**«* may be 
lubwqitently granted. In this way the pattiea gate 
confidence m «Me another before a licence afcvemem If 
«ve« negotiated so that licence discussions, when they 
take pise«, generally proceed smoothly. A licence 

wtH almost certainly mctade grant-back 
rrlatirtg to improvements mask by both 

id licensee, and the arrangements can eve« 
«tend a» a asttkagc deal covering not only » B«nee but 
•fa» 3» «sfply of eayipment ana atswdatcd informa- 
«ton« naMwanjjni canea know-how, show bui*, ansi 
h<»»«aJ^gB»» of this kind, of an original Hcencc 

»awtan bffwnch wifRaof and Ücenaac in the first place. 
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principali before and during negotiations, and in many 
ways these relationships arc more important than legal 
or patent matters It there is unanimity between 
principals, ways will be found to complete the 
agreement and overcome, without recourse to the 
courts, any difficulties during the period of the 
agreement. It is noticeable that when both parties to a 
licence negotiation are suspicious of one another, the 
licence agreement takes a long time to negotiate, u 
finishes as a complex document, and success in 
exploitation is less certain than when negotiations arc 
quickly and amicably concluded with a fairly straight- 
forward document. 

Negotiators should be generally knowledgeable 
about licensing matters and should know the technical, 
commercial and legal parameters for the arrangement 
they are discussing. They should, where necessary, be 
guided by appropriate experts although many negoti- 
ators, acquire a good knowledge of the legal and patent 
aspects of licensing from the conduct of their work. 

I would not wish to give the impression that one 
expert must always deal with licensing matters. In a 
smaller company a director will take this responsibility 
with appropriate guidance from professional advisers. 
Whatever the siie of the company, however, personal 
relationships between individuals concerned in licence 
negotiations remain all i m por un t to the success of the 
negotiation. The best agreements are those which are 
kept locked away and never referred to! 

In conclusion, may I therefore emphasise the 
importance of ensuring that licensing fits into the 
over-all policy of the company, that both parties to an 
agreement thoroughly assess the product to be licensed, 
and that the contribution made by good personal 
relationship« to the negotiation and implementation of 
licence agreements is recognised. 

Finally, may I quote some words which Sir William 
9my is recorded as having written in the 17th century 
about the problem» facing inventors and those who 
exploit the work of inventors. Prom these you will see 
thu seme of the criteria necessary to ensure a good 
match were iwogniied over MO years ago: 

"Although the inventor, oftentimes drunk with 
the opinion of his own merit, thinks all the world 
will ¡swede and encroach «pon him, yet I have 
Qbstnwd that dm gonerality of men will tenrec be 
hired to suite ant of new practices, which 
dMmehiH nave net thoroughly tried, and which 
length of time hat   not  indicated from  latent 

'Ü!w?wyjl*t,|>> **'** *"*" • *** «W"»*»«* it Mat 
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IMI III fmor Inventar runs the gauntlet of all 
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According to iti designen, the system hu two 
special rdvantagri over other detection system* it does 
MM require • sample of the material tu be identified and 
it 11 urtati utd light enough to be readily airborne It ha« 
detected fluorescence from oil-refinery wastes and pulp 
plant*' »ruling pondi, »t well M controlled spilli of oil 
and dyes in tests conducted off the Bahamas and in 
Canada. 

The system hat been used to examine river water 
and, on board i »hip, to monitor chlorophyll 
concentrations in Lake trie. 

A blue light from a low-powered laser excites 
fluorescence in the target area, and an eight-inch 
telescope focused on this area collects the light. Optical 
fHtcrt arc used to Mock the reflected laser light and 
select pertinent wave-lengths from the fluorescent 
spectrum of the target Hits light is converted to an 
electrical signal by a photomuttiplier tube, processed and 
recorded on a strip chart. 

The new system, which appears to be ready for 
market development, was designed by A. R. Davis of the 
Water Science Subdivision, and H. Gross, J. Kraus and 
R. A. 0*Neil of the Remote Sensing Subdivision. Inland 
Waters Directorate. 

Wattn   Directorate, 
ftrsMiM HHIMA Canada 

rar tmnywtwnf njeejerrss 

One of the disadvantages of comwawionai dehydrstJoa 
mttheéi is that the eeality of the predaci» is impaired 
by the hot air end oxygen. I« order to prsstm the 
origjiiMi eeality, a prece« must therefore ht aepurd in 

' exyfsu and hot air are eitmsnated. One si-ch 
* freese-drying, but die exceptionally high plant 

involved restrict in use mainly to the drying of 
i far the pltarmaccuriceJ industry, 
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Lysin» proekiction: 2 

Extra cellular production of I.-lysine m a medium with 
cane sugar, blackstrap molasses or sugar-cane juice 
clarified by a previously obtained mutant of U. maydu 
has also been studied. The concentrate, obtained by 
direct evaporation and drying of the fermentation broth, 
could be used as a possible feed supplement because of 
it* aminn-acirl and vitamin content. 

A. Sanchez Marrowum, F acuidad de Ciencias, Umveni 
dad Central, Caracas, Venezuela 

A wsvi powered sump 

A device that uses wave energy to pump water in a 
unique and uncomplicated way has been developed. The 
pump, which has only one moving part and an expected 
long and trouble-free service life, may be employed to 
pump heñid (most commonly sea water) in any 
direction by making use of the undulating motion of the 
waves. In relatively small waves (three to four feet) on a 
etbn day it has pumped sea water at rates in excess of 
20 galions/minute from a depth of 60 feet to a height of 
about two feet above sea level, it can continue to work 
indefinitely and can pump to a considerably greater 
height (head of pressure) st s reduced flow rate. It 
weald ah» be expected to pump s greater volume in 
larger waves. The pump is essentially s long tube or pipe 

vertically wish a simple inertia valve located 
•seng its length. The valve allows water to 

in one direction only. When secured to a surface 
ftert that is forced to foftow the vertical motion of the 
waves, the device pumps water in the direction 
permitted by the valve. The power then could be 
pwductd by a targe pump of this type appears to be 

Jaén 0. itames, Professor of Oceanography, Director, 
faattrsM #/ Atener R;»urca, Umnrtky of California, 
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BOOKS 
RECENT PUBLICATIONS REVKWED BY RON 

Th» Third World tnd the Rich Countries; Protptctt tor 
the Yum MOO 

bv Angclm  Angclopoulot. Prteger Publishers. 
Ncv. York. 1972  248 pages. 

The luthor discusses the major development 
problem» of the developing countries and met abundant 
and easily comprehensible statistics to support his 
reasoning. The measures taken at both the national and 
the international level to solve the problems are dearly 
described, particularly in chapters S and 6, which cover 
development financing. 

Mr. Angclopoulos breaks the problems of the 
developing countries down into six headings in 
chapter 5 (1) the immense gap between rich tnd poor 
countries; (2) the tendency of this gap to widen; (J) the 
slow growth of per capfU income; (4) the worsening of 
the terms of trade owing to intentional policies by the 
developed countries; (5) the growing indifference by the 
developed countries to the problems of the developing 
countries and, (6) the increasing burden of dent service. 
To prove point S he compares the relatively magre 
amount being spent on development aid with the 
enormous sums being spent on armamenti and apace 
programmes by the highly industrialised countries. But 
while this situation is deplorable, Mr. Angelopouka lays, 
the economic and political competition and the 
domestic political problems that exist within the 
developed countries must ateo be given realistic 
recognition. 

The author points out that the developing countries 
are urged to give highest priority to the adoption of 
long-term plans designed to utilize available resources to 
the fullest extent in order to equalize income 
distribution and to eradicate unemployment; to the 
adoption of plant that would make the moat effective 
and productive use of foreign aid; and to dote 
co-operation among developing countries. These, how- 
ever, in the opinion of the author, arc on'v the clichés of 
development économats. Among the problems that 
should be explained are: why development plans often 
faU short of target: and why co-operation among the 
developing countries does not work wdl. 

Mr. Angclopoulos believes that the developing 
countries could attain 7 or • per cent growth entity 
enough if financial resources were defected to then«. He 
proposes   consolidated   new   loan  arrenprrnents; the 

contribution of 0.) per cent of their grots national 
product (GNP) by the developed countries; and the 
revaluation of monetary gold accompanied by the 
distribution of the plus-value to the developing 
countries. Hit arguments on these pointa are well set out 
in chapters S and 6. 

However, the author's proposals seem unrealistic in 
the absence of precise explanations a« to how they could 
be implemented. For example, hit suggestion that "the 
government of each developed country should include in 
its annual budget an amount equivalent to 0.5 per cent 
of the GNP ... and trantfei this to the credit of an 
account kept m the book of the World Bank" it 
interesting- but will the developed countries accept it> 
These countries have their own problems. Proposait such 
at Mr. Angciopoulus'i mutt be formulated in a way that 
the developed countries can accept. On this point the 
author's arguments art not convincing. 

In the macro seme, the developing countries need 
additional funds; this hat been proved by many gap 
studies, in the micro sentir, however, the scarcity of 
realistic, feasible protects is che main impediment to the 
flow of funds to rite developing countries. 

(S.IU 

Tho As* of Orot» Action In Ms 

Edited by J. Khwimann, I. V. Han and Y. Levi 
Praeter Pubkahers, New York, 1970. S*91 

fliis book is bated on papen submitted at • 
symposium on iisduttrialiiarion in rani ant n*M In 
IM«. It contains SI anides, which are suppWratMtd by 
the editan' comments and a very 
biblioflraphy. Ar. mtghi be expected 
article«, the conoibutioni vary greatly in 
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Thus, much of thit material commutes • review of the 
considerable research thti KM been undertaken on these 
subjects without exploring the »pecific implications for 
rural industnslixation. I he location and types of rural 
industries arc alto considered and on these the proposals 
advocated are more specific. Part-time farming, with its 
advantages and disadvantages, is a subject which does 
not often receive the attention it deserves in this 
context, but a balanced approach is presented in this 
publication. 

The second section deals with group action in the 
course of rural industrialization and approaches the 
question from both a social and an economic point of 
view. Moat contributors consider that a co-operative 
system offers the most encouraging prospects for the 
dispersion of industry. The papers develop a good case 
for this argument. Several case studies, from both 
developing and developed countries, are included. 

The final section of the book deals with methods 
for group action and rural industrialization. The 
discussion of government policy with respect to rural 
ind;iatml planta contains some interesting ideas. 
However, the general conclusion seems to be that 
encouragement of these plants should be limited to the 
early stages. This position is reminiscent of the infant 
industry argument, an approach which has often proved 
to be disappointing in other contexts. With regard to 
discrimination in favour of rural industries, the authors 
tend co neglect the impact of such discrimination upon 
existing urban industry, which must suffer accordingly. 
This consideration may be very important to many 
developing countries. The majority of the contributors 
advocate agro-industries for rural industrialization, 
differing only with regard to questions of technology, 
plant site etc. A few authors do argue that rural 
mduwiatraation need not be based upon agro-industriesi 
they contend that similar effort* in the put fatted 
heeause the products were oriented towards the urban 
rather than the rural market. 

Despite the  fact that the book is not as well 
balanced as one might wish, it offers a variety of 

from   econome,  social  and  instirutional 
and could be of benefit to students of the 

(K.Ì.) 

United Nations Development Programme by the 
International Labour Organisation and therefore 
offers some valuable lessons in drawing up a 
technical assistance programme for developing human 
resources 

On the one hand, Mr. Harbison points out the 
limitations of formal and non-formal education and 
training. On the other, he points out the need for further 
training and development of human resources. Almost 
every aspect of human resources development is touched 
upon. 

The reader will find this book useful for the 
questions it raises rather than for the solutions it offers. 
It is something of a compendium of the problems to be 
encountered in developing countries. The author laments 
the high cost of training programmes both for industrial 
and for rural populations, but his own examples, as 
illustrated in various chapters-such as providing model 
schools, mobile teaching units, visual aids and mass 
media-seem to be fully as costly as the existing 
programmes. 

There appears to be no way of avoiding the fact that 
the development of human resources is a long-term, 
costly endeavour fraught with the possibilities of poor 
government organisation, national apathy, undcrskillcd 
teachers and poorly formulated programmes (even well 
financed programmes are often implemented at a high 
cost not commensurate with expected results). Mr. 
Harbison takes an optimistic view of the great potential 
of the underutiliied portion of the manpower resources 
of the developing world but offers no choice other than 
mat of continuing a <>ng the road which development 
programmes are currently taking. 

The outlook for the world is rather bleak, owing to 
the fact that the populations of the developing countries 
are met easing at a rate of 2.5 or 3 per cent per year. His 
solution is to develop the skills and knowledge of man 
and to strive to build effective, nation-wide learning 
systems so that all countries may prosper even though 
they are poorly endowed with material wealth or natural 
resources. 

In summary, Human Rnomcit m tb* Wtmitb of 
nattions is a useful guide for those interested in human 

ent. 
(M.Y.) 

if* Harbiaon. Oxford Univewty 
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QfOUù rlNjkMAMy 
by G. M. Ranaon. McGraw-Hill look Company 
(United Kingdom) Limited, 1973. ISO nages. 

Much hm been written about the sack of capital 
investissant and bow it is responsible for the slow rate of 
ec^iiomjc ftosxth n the developing countries. However, 
acLorlnf to thri anther, mo» attention should be 
otar* f» t*e «watt for the better use of «eating 
tmomiißk *ü» book It an setaanf« lo éaacribe the 
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I ht theme "I the hook is group technology, which 
is applicable to approximated Kit per cent ot the world's 
engineering induxtrv concernei) with manufacturing a 
wide range ot products in various quantities. Mr. Hanson 
defines group technology Js the logical arrangement 
anil sequence <>t M tacets ot lompany operation in order 
to bring the licnctiis ot mass production to high variety, 
mixed quantitative production". 

It should l>c noted that although this hook has IR-CII 

written esseri tuli v tor the engineering industry, us 
content is applicatile to other industries that hive 
problems ot batch processing 

The authiw uses a cast study carried out in hi» owr. 
enterprise over a period ol 11 years to illustrate his 
arguments. The initial problems that i'accd management 
were "high levels of stocks and work in-prcgrest. long 
and unreliable deliveries, poor measurement capability, 
poor control procedures, fragmented and uncoordinated 
interdepartmental relations, a multifarious payment 
svstem, and last, but not least, a poor overall company 
pcrtormancc". especially troublesome was the fact that 
75 per cent of sales were from a standardized product 
line which had an abundance of products thkt were not 
wanted and a shortage of products that were. At the 
same time, the value of all stocks was 52 per cent of 
annual sales value. Finally, an improvement scheme waa 
initiated by the management. The key recommendation, 
following an appraisal and analysis phase, wat for the 
introduction of group technology which would mean 
that the totality of the enterprise's activities would be 
co-ordinated according to department and function. One 
of the major benefits of this improved co-ordination waa 
the spirit of co-operation that was created between the 
production and the sales departments. To a large extent, 
group technology enabled the management to better 
cope with market changes and other uncertainties 
associated with the nature of the business. The following 
procedures and steps were involved in the introduction 
of group technology to the company: 

(a) A team of work-study engineers was employed 
to analyse and review the general operation of 
the firm; 

(b) Production planning was centralized through 
the use of a code system and the establishment 
of a system of "one drawing and one number 
per part"; 

(c) High-speed production wat supported by 
disciplined stores control and reduced inven- 
tories; 

id) Through-put rime was reduced from an average 
of twelve weeks to under four weeks, with 
broken delivery promises representing lest than 
2 per cent of total sales; 

{») Job evaluation and greater labour mobility were 
introduced along with a scheme for sharing the 
benefits of increased productivity! 

(/) An extensive introduction to all the new 
technique* was made in order to effect the 
application of the new technology with a 
minimum of conflict, 

{%) A reduction was made of special orders through 
a realistic pricing schedule, 

(hi A new look was given to the sales force, based 
upon confidence and co-operation, 

(i) A total company outlook was achieved, bated 
upon the totality of integrated operations. 

On balance. Mr. Hanson's work, Oroup Technology, 
may be recommended. However, and as the author 
rightly points out. the book must necessarily be 
supplemented with additional reading inasmuch at it 
constitutes, in essence, "one man's story in one 
company". Particularly appropriate for follow-up study 
is G. A. B. Edwards's book Readinp m Group 
Technology (The Machin«y Publishing Company Ltd. 
1971). In addition. G. Burbndge of the International 
Centre for Advanced Technical and Vocational Training. 
Tunn, Italy has published C.onftrtnc* Proc0*dmp 
(International Labour Organisation, Turin, 1969), which 
includes the contributions of various authorities which 
have recognised gioup technology at a major break 
through in the field of production management. The 
proceedings of the Turin conference might be especially 
interesting to managers and technicians in the developing 
world in view of the collection of reports of practical 
experiences in group technology they contain. 

Mr. (Union, in addition to being Chairman of hit 
own company, hat accumulated considerable experience 
in management and production engineering. He it a 
fellow of the Institutions of Mechanical Engineers and 
Production Engineers and is widely recognised at an 
international authority aa poup technology. 

(R.D.C.) 

Sochty mid tfm Annimmt of TtaAnofcfjr. Am***, 
Conetptt, MthodBkm. Ex/frtimnt». Artm of 
AppHoitiori 

by Franco« Hetmán. Organisation for Econo- 
mic   Co-op*.ation   and   Development,  Parli, 
197). 420 page«. 

This  hefty   paperback,  which  indtsttai  copious 
chara, tabla and other visual dot», nilm a broad 
analysis of  the  subject. The chapter haodtap tie: 
"Technology   on   trini")   "Concepta   of 
assessment"; "Experiment» and nWafirtWrt of 
odotogie»"; "Arena for list tpptituim of 
assessment"; and "Promises and atobhWM of 1 
utettment ". White the cotnVtrtt ire of CM» 
to the member cowtriti of tac QtGt>» «1M '< 
well serve aa • bcncrHMpk lar * atta« Wlllynti far 
developing countries. The bond m^mUkmtfaEr m*, 
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however, in • quail caveat emptor capacity, reader» in 

developing countries involved in the transfer of 

technolofiei 

The following quotation from the fu/eword of the 

book was written by the Director General for Scientific 

Affair» of the OECD. Alexander King 

Science and technology have contributed greatly to 
the shaping of the kind at world in which we now live -for 
better and for won«. The lut few decade* have icen • 
tremendous expansion in mearen and development activity 
in all industnauted counmei and, despite the fact thai the 
main jusaftcsoons in providing the necessary resource« have 
been the objectiva of defence, national prestige and 
economie growth, the expansion period has been one of 
somewhat unquestioning euphoria for science. This has now 
coast to an end and both legislators and the pubi*' at large 
are questioning not only the costs and benefits of research 
but the very objective* which have induced its expansion. 

The unwanted and often unforeseen side effects of 
technology arc clearly manifest, some of thaae arc dire«, 
such as the obvious pollution» and general environmental 
deterioration, as wet) as a loss of work satisfaction in 
repetitive industrial manufacture. Omen arc more subtle 
sod indirect, including the increasing frustrations and 
difficulties of urban life, increase in crime and violence and 
a growing sense of irrelevance in contemporary education. 
AH of mem are too easily attributed to technology or to 
the type of world which technology has built. 

Yet technology bss been mat's main weapon m his 
agelong struggle upwards from subsistence. Inventions of 
Ant tools, of the wheel, the lever, the use of fire and many 
other technical discoveries, at tint simple but becoming 
ever more sophisticated, have been the main indicatori of 
human ingenuity. They were all questioned, no doubt, at 
the ame of their émergence, by the conservative majority 
of the community, but each triumphed in the end by the 
power it conferred on rae possessor. The srisidg of modem 
technology raises many of the same questiona. Pew of those 
who see mast criticai of ita influence wouU advocate return 
to a a rimirivi period, with a technologicsi levai unable to 
sustain our present population. The question can never be 
one of frtajag rid of technology entirely, but of 
ill i si mining at what stcbnologrcal level to make a atop. o. 

what type* of technology to encourage and 
i to prohibit. Attitude* towards economic growth are 
it the pruMatn have ia not gfowth or no growth m is 

posad, but rather the quality and rhythm of 

It Is an too easy to make technology a »cap»goat for 
the •* of society. It la not the origin of thaae difficulties 
bat a aaal which gives dm frail amansa body aa access to 

* wsafaa, isst aaflsasjley nee une m the 

use ax S*MH*, fM Ina to mani to ansäet» davntop, 
Hit taehn olngy fat the atttaute benefit of 

/i «nan asssaJsWssM vnwfcnm, paaret esa, u> the and, 
eaeryfceaainailllu. 

sf  we  sgrae   that   the  sawn rial  problem  • not 
gigulh-gukg^sBfaBat       aasutj)      fffasB      gagj—A^jg-fMuggaja,     ^_f     fMSaVjjgagsLtak^sMejfj*       As*Mf 
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society we wish to shspe. There it little agreement about 
this, only vague dsssstisfaction with the present situation 
sod equally vague desiderata ss to the future improved 
quality of life - which means different things to different 
people the provision of socisl justice, equsbty of 
opportunity snd the removal uf various type* of 
discrimination. 

In the absence, then, uf sny resi concensus »ml 
precision regarding the characteristic« of a society both 
desirable and possible, u is difficult to redi reti technology 
or the research and development behind it. Technology has 
been successful in the pssi becsusr its objectives were 
dearly defined, la future development will be much more 
difficult because its goals sre insufficiently clearly 
formulated. Vague aspirations sre insufficient to attract 
satisfactory technical solutions. 

The very concept of unwanted side effects of 
technology raises difficulties of s continuing nature. We arc 
gradually realising the interdependence snd interaction of 
the various problems of society snd hence the fsct that 
sttampts to improve the situation within a single sector will 
influence that in other sectors, both positively and 
negatively. In fact, there it not only an interrelationship 
between die various national goals of security, economic 
achtcvement, employment, social improvement, improved 
health and the like, but ab» a considerable degree of 
conflict. Isolated success in one field may be st the expense 
of other*. Agricultural improvement, for example, may 
produce more food but, st the same time, cause 
unemployment, drift from the land snd increased urban 
pressure*. High levels of economic growth, while contri- 
buting to the material prosperity of the individual, can lead 
to a lowering of the quality of life in other directions. 
Equally, technologicsi achievements towards the attain- 
ment of a particular goal may have either positive or 
negative influence on others. This success with s particular 
technological innovation in industry may have s negative 
influence through pollution or worker dissatisfaction. 
Military research, on the other hand, may have s positive 
spin-off in the civii economy and even in medicine 

The management of technology in the broad social 
interest it thus a very complicated process which must take 
into account social at we|l as economic costs snd benefits 
stW foresee die long-term effects of its achievements over 
the broad spectrum of human activity. For its optimum 
use, goals must be much more clearly formulated than at 

until this has been done, technology 
can only hope to avoid major disutility, «mile 

sttampting to achieve its direct objectives. 
These were smonpt the consideration in the 

discussions of the Fourth Meeting of Ministen of Science of 
the OBCD Countries, held towards the end of 1971. The 
general conclusions of this meeting were that science and 
techaology had until now an overwhelmingly positive 
infhtencr on national development, but that in the future 
would have to be considerably reoriented to contribute to 
social as well as economic objectives. The ministen, while 
sgtesiag that continued stimulation of technological 
innovation was required to achieve both qualitative and 
quantitative grow», stressed that the new technology 
would have to be socially desirable snd acceptable. This, 
they considered, demanded a mote effective management 
and contrai of technology in the public interest. They 
»cognised that it was t majar task for science pniwy to 
aasaaa both the beneficisi and advene consequences of 
tavaararogkal development and to foresee sdenti1 k and 
ttchaologlcal ames. They agreed to abare the effort of 

¡ sawn studies and to exchange the rasu».*, in order to 
i and to r Astte 
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research imi development and ih» need« of society h was 
realued, ol tourte, (hai difficult decisions nught have lo be 
taken a« a consequent* Kor example, (iovernments 
operaiin| policies (or the general stimulation of techno- 
logical innovation for economic growth might well have to 
discourse» or prohibit particular innovinoti« on social 
criteria. 

The sennet and technology propamine* of the 
Organisation have been modified considerably a» a 
consequence o< ihe ministerial meeting and now »tress 
social aspects and constraints of science policy, for cumple 
in making more clear the rote and potentialities of research 
in the social sciences with regard to science policy and 
decision-making in general, by study of the innovation 
proceas in the service sector and in relation to technological 
assessment 

The present book . . . attempts io place the topic of 
technolugical assessment in its social and economic 
perspective, to define its scope and to outline the vinous 
methodologK al approaches it ha» evoked until now. The 
subject is still at an early stage of definition and method at 
which such a "state of the art" compilation should be 
useful. It M a field for which there la great and generally 
recogniaed need, but in which there » at yet little concrete 
achievement While Governments are seriously concerned 
with the need for technology assessment, institution« for its 
accomplishment emit in only a few catta. An interesting 
development, however, has been the recent dectsson by the 
Cangie» of the United States to set up a technology 
assessment agency under its direct control. The precedent 
of establishing such a body under the legialative rather than 
the executive is very significant. 

If, as seem probable, we arc entering a phase in winch 
decision-making will have to balance, much more carefully 
than in ihe past, social as well as cultural criteria, a whole 
range of new tools arc required in addition to suitable social 
indicators. Technology asacsstnem represents not M> much a 
technique as an area of enquiry in which a whole acri« of 
new analytical tools will have 10 be shaped including those 
to measure croma-impacts. The area oí enquiry re itself 
diverse. It may be relatively easy 10 foresee the more 
important of the social impacts of two alternative 
technologcai options and to hive a better idea) of the 
spread of both economic and social costs and benefits. 
Quite (Sffercnt approaches will be required when a»f sting 
the probable cultural as well as social -ontequencet of a 
new field of research or application taken as a whole and 
over an extended rime scale, for example the influence 
which the widespread use of the computer in education 
would have. Agata, a once-end-for-ali fettnuiit may be 
matieadng. For instance, had we tt the begnnwf of the 
century attempted to assess the socttJ and other 
consequences of the introduction of die automobile, 
attention might well have concentrated on its danJ>" to 
rural life, danger to dop and chickens and die Ike. It 
would have been difficult to foresee the situation t few 
decade* ahead when motoriied transportado» Had revolu- 
tionised the distribution system end contributed to 
strikingly to individual freedom and mobility. Wem we 
looking at the tame problem from today's situation of 
cluttered and polluted cioè», the result mtght «ret be 
different again. Technological ttaeaswent, if U » to mean 
anydiing, mai« be a condoning procesa. That «id many 
other matea are explored In Mr. Hetmán "s book. 
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